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News In Brief
Study analyzes impact of possible
uranium enrichment plant closure
PADUCAH, Ky.(
— A federal study estimates Paducah's
economy would lose $64 million and about 1,680 jobs if the government closes its uranium enrichment plant, but a local business
leader believes the overall loss would be closer to $500 million.
The study, commission by the Department of Energy, was conducted by Science Applications International Corp., a Californiabased company, to help the agency decide which of its three
gaseous diffusion plants to close.
The department is reviewing its program because of loss of
business to enrichment facilities abroad and because of new
enrichment technology. Its other plants are located at Oak Ridge,
Tenn., and Piketon. Ohio, near Portsmouth.
' A decision is ekpected later this year on whether to close-one of
the plants, and, if so, which one.
The draft report said the Clcising Of the plant at Oak Ridge
would mean an economic loss to that area of $51 million, and that
closing the plant at Piketon would cost its area $57 million. It was
released to give local officials a chance to review it and make
comments before completion of a final draft.
Public hearings will be scheduled soon by 1)0E.
The economic decline from the closing of the Paducah plant
would include a loss of $15 million in Wages earned by 1,200
employees who would lose their jobs. Nearly 500 other people in
the region also would lose jobs worth a total of $8 million in
income.
The overall loss of jobs would affect retail sales, property
values and tax reVlsrilies, with the state losing- Amaff
report-estirnates-:---_'=—
"If you have a thousand homes on the market, you're not going
to get the equity out of your house," said Carol Knapp-Ayers, a
spokesman for DOE in Oak Ridge.
Charles Deaton, executive director of the Paducah Area
Chamber of Commerce. who had not seen the report by Tuesday.
said the study's figures sounded low to him.
A state study. he said, predicted the impact of the plant's
closure would be $500 million, and he suggested the federal study
might not have mea-sured the total economic ripple effect on the
region.
"This would be the most devastating thing to come to usirralong, long time." Deaton said:
- Just 101 workers would be kept at the plant for maintenance. Of
the remaining 1,199 people, almost-200 would leave voluntarily
but as many as 764 of the others would be able to find new.jobs in
the Paducah region, the study said. Many of those in new jobs.
--thou4K, would -be working for less money.
Charitable groups would suffer, schools would show declining
attendance, and hospitals would show slightly lower patient use;
the report said. The closure also could lower community morale
and lead to a possible decline in the quality of life. --

Elsewhere...
IS) The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Reagan's conservative ideology
and his commitment to cut back big government are nowhere
more evident than. in the farm program. his.administration will
propose to Congress.
WASHINGTON
White House officials say Budget Director
David Stockman has been told to express himself better or stop
talking about such sensitive issues as military pensions and
financially ailing farmers. Slug PM-Stockman.
WASHINGTON — The economy will turn in steady growth this
year, but nothing to compare with the performance during 1984,
forecasters in and out of government are predicting.
WASHINGTON — Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher winds
up her whirlwind, 42-hour Washington visit today with discussions touching on budget deficits, high interest rates and the
surging U.S. dollar.
NEW YORK — Markita Andrews is more than 100 times better
than the average Girl Scout — when it comes to selling cookies. In
six years, she's sold 15,500 boxes of cookies during annual drives
— 8,000 boxes alone in 1984, when the average Girl Scout sold just
60. In this year's three-week-long sales drive that ended Monday,
Marita sold 2,196 boxes of cookies.
Today In History
Today is Thursday, February 21st, the 52nd day of 1985. There
are 313 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History: On February 21st, 1965, Black
Muslim leader Malcolm X was shot to death as he was about to
speak to a rally of several hundred followers in New York City.
Today's Birthdays: Columnist Erma Bombeck and fashion
designer Hubert de Givenchy are 58. Tricia Nixon Cox is 39. Actor
Christopher Atkins- is 24.
Thought for Today: "It is better to live one day as a lion than a
hundred years as a sheep." — Italian proverb.
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Coach: future uncertain

Sam Harp announces
resignation at CCHS
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Sam Harp, head football coach at Calloway County High
School, has announced his resignation.
In a prepared statement, Harp said in a telephone interview
this morning, "In lieu of my recent job interview, and it being
made public by Graves County (high school), it put me in a very
embarrassing and vulnerable position. It put Calloway in much
the same situation. I had no intention of putting Calloway County
in second place or circumventing anyone, but only to better
myself and my family.
"I was asked to resign so I did just that."
The announcement came on the heels of last Thursday's board
meeting at the new Graves County High School in which Harp
was named as a finalist in the school's search for a head football
coach.
Harp said last Wednesday that he would accept the position if it
was offered to him, but the next day the Graves County board
voted to re-open applications for the job and not select a head '
coach at that time.
According to Graves County Superintendent Billy Watkins the
finalists bad-included Harp, Marshall County High.head -coach
Hiram 'Doc' Sanders and-Heath High SchoOrg jaCk Haskins. Mt-both Sanders and Haskins withdrew their applications ea'rlier
last week, leaving Harp as the lone finalist.
Watkins said Friday morning that the Graves County board
"did not eliminate anybody, we just did not make a selection."
Because the Graves County decision was made public, mentioning Harp as a finalist, Harp said he was privately asked to
resign but he refused to say_ by whom or for what reason.
An effort to contact Calloway County Superintendent Dr. Jack
'Rose was unsuccessful. He is reportedly out of town until Monday. Also, CCHS Principal Jerry Ainley is in Louisville attending
a meeting for state principals and won't be back in Murray until
Friday evening.
CCHS Athletic Director Jim Nix, reached this morning. said,
"Calloway County's official position Ca:S
.' to be one of 'no
comment.'
'11 hate-to-be that
41:21-Nix-afte4ed7"
dnttl the- buard
has its next meeting (March 14) nothing official can be said or
done about the situation."
Harp in other comments this morning said, "I don't have any
particular hard feelings towards Calloway or the people here. I'll
admit I'm hurt by all of this, but I won't leave with any parting.
shots. I'll try to go out with as much class as I came in here With.
"I just want people to know I'm not a quitter," he added. "I'm a
winner and I'll go on being a winner wherever I go from here."
Harp has been in coaching for nine years — four as offensive
coordinator at Franklin County (Ky.) High School before Cotriink°
to Calloway. At Calloway. after going 1-10 his first season, Harp's

_

Coach Sam Harp
•
ovetair -reedit has been 22-31: including a 9-3 season when.his
team played for the regional championship against FranklinSimpsorl, and a 7-3 seas9n when the Lakers tied for the district crown
Harp, a tenured teacher at CCHS,says he has no definite plans
about his future in coaching although he has often admitted his
ambition has been to advance to the college rank's. "For me
coaching is not just a way to-make -a living it's a-Way of -life," tre
said. ,
Concerning the football situation at Calloway, Harp had these
observations:
"We've come a long way. I feel that.Callqway county football
has definitely been better for my having been there. I don't.know
of any school in the state that started out like we did with a new
program and in three years became district champions and co.
champions and played in the state playoffs:.
at hai ti fur many to understand rs that we've had two bad
years, two weak classes in a row. But. the program is:getting
stronger. Football is still relatively new even though it's been
here 10 years.
"This program is going to be very solid when the firgt
(Calloway County) Little League football • players become
seniors. They are freshmen now."
Harp added that he wasn't sure what his fUture plans Would be
"Right now I've got to step back and evaluate a lot of things..I'm
not sure where I'll go from here."
In concluding his official statement, Harp said. "I'd just like to
thank everyone for the best five years."

Garfield's course on Vietnam allows the
students to draw their own conclusions
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
After Gen, William
Westmoreland dropped his suit
against CBS, lawyers for both
sides agreed such Vietnam controversies as the level of enemy
troop strength could not be
decided in a courtroom. Their
proper forum was the court of
public opinion, where the Vietnam case will be argued by
laymen and scholars
indefinitely.
Indeed, the Vietnam War is
being increasingly discussed in
the classrooms of American
universities. Ten years after the •
fall of Saigon, courses on the
war have proliferated in colleges throughout the country —
including here at Murray State,
Dr. Gene Garfield, associate
professor of political science,
says his course, "The United
States in Indochina," and others
like it parallel heightened
general interest in the War. The
public is ready to examine its
causes, why the U.S. became in-.
volved, and whetarr it should
have.
"There's just been a'tremendous revival of interest,.:' said
Garfield. "People have begun
questioning why, and are
wondering about the parallels
with Central America."
.
His own course puts fqrth no
pat answers to the controversy
that will always be Vietnam, but
gives a historical overvietv
designed to let students draw
their own conclusions, Garfield
explained. Developed with a
grant from the Faculty
Resource Center, the course has
attracted 38 students 'from
political science, history.
military science and other
disciplines.
These are not students- who
paraded across campus in pro-

test or support of the war. Most
of them'know very little about
the war or Vietnam, Garfield
said. One aim of the course is to
develop an "Indochina
awareness test," based on the
'students' responses to weekly
quizzes.
Every Thursday night, the
students watch a segment of the
PBS documentary,"Vietnam, A
Television History," then
discuss it and readings from
•
texts.
For Garfield, the course was a
natural: His doctoral dissertation was about U.S. involvement
in Vietnam during the Truman

administration.
Garfield sees the war taking
root under Truman, who he feels.
was responding to internal and •
external pressures to become involved. When ,Mao Tse-tung's
forces prevail4d in China.
Truman was accused of "losing" that 'country to Communism. This fueled pressure to
aid the French in their Indochina colonial'war.
Garfield says he believes
Truman was "wrong 'in his
perceptions of Vietnam and of
what role we had played in

Dr. Gene Garfield

(ne1t7TOR page 7)

BRIGGS AND. STRATTON RECEIVES A1114.1('NTIONs - A total of 2.325 applicant.. came to-Itto
Stewart Stadium Wednesday to fill out employment applications for 210 jIliPs as production operators at
the Briggs and Stratton plant. Above, Michael Jones. of Ridgel, Tenn, hands in his application to Sue
Cash of the Department of Employment Services office. Twist) WH• the last day to apply for those jobs.
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Educators,
parents to
gather for
conference
ducators and parents from
across the state will gather
March 1 and 2 in Louisville to attend the fifth annual state conference on gifted education of the
Kentucky Association for Gifted

THERSDA1

FEBItt AR1 21. 1945

Education. National authorities
on the program will include or
Joseph Renzulli, University of
Connecticut, Dr. Charles Whaley.
Futures Consultant from Florida,
Dr. June Maker, author of
numerous books on curriculum
for thc gifted, Dr. tianoth McLai ty, and Dr. Sam Micklus from the
OM Program.
Governor - Martha Layne Collins will speak to the group as
well as Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Alice McDonald. The
theme of the 1985 Conference, cosponsored by the Kentucky State
Department of Education, is
-Fociic on thp
• P1,r,ninp

for Kentucky's Gifted Children "
The Kentucky Association
KAGE is an affiliate of the National Association for Gifted
Education, and has more than 35
organized local chapters across.
the state. Its 5.500 members —
parents. teachers, and interested
citizens—provide support for
Kentucky's statewide programs
for gifted children
For information about the 1985
Conference, contact Doris Mills,
KAGE Executive Director. Box
2082, Owensboro, KY 42302 or call
President Bill Price at Murray
State University. (502 762-2509.

Quad-state festivities will draw
over 400 students from six states
More than 400 high school
students from six states will be on
the campus of Murray State
University Feb. 21-22-26 for the
37th annual Senior Quad-State
Band Festival Clinic.
Sponsored by the Department
of Music, the event will include a
concert by the Murray State
Wind Ensemble at 8 p.m. Friday,
Feb. 22, in Lovett Auditorium and
a concert by the three Quad-State
Honor Bands at 3.p.m . Saturday,
Feb. 23, also in
Lovett

/
1
2 Price Weekend Sale

Auditorium
Both concerts are open to the
public'at no admission charge.
Guest artist Dale Underwood,
who is a saxophonist with the U.S.
Navy Band in Washington, D.C..
will be featured with the wind
ensemble. He will perform a
work written for him by Claude
T. Smith titled "Fantasia for Alto
Saxophone."
Underwood has appeared as
guest soloist at World Saxophone
Congresses and with the Scots
Guard and Irish Guard bands. He
was featured at the World Saxophone Symposium in Brussels,
Belgium, in July 1977 where he
performed Clare Grundman's
"Concertante," one of 12 compositions written especially for
him.
He has been featured with the
Boston Pops Orchestra and the
Scarborough Orchestra and has
appeared at the Midwest National Band and Orchestra Clinic.
Also featured with the wind
ensemble as the Quad-State student soloist of the year will be
Elisabeth Larson, a Paducah
Tilghman High School senior.
Miss Larson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. E.P. Larson, will perform

Concertino
t)
Uecilc
Chaminade.
Dr. Gerald L. Welker is the
conductor of the wind ensemble.
The three Quad-State Honor
Bands. the Blue , Gold and
prestigious Symphony Band, will
be directed by guest conductors
Carl St. Clair, John Woods and
Ed Usk. Students in the bands
represent schools in Kentucky,
Tennessee, Missouri, Illinoli, Indiana and Ohio.
St. Clair is a professor of conducting at the University of ('
Michigan where he joined the
faculty in 1978. He is the music
director and conductor of the
Philharmonic Orchestra and the
Contemporary
Directions
Ensemble and conductor and artistic director of the University of
Michigan Sinfonietta and the Interlochen Festival Orchestra.
Woods is a trombonist who is
the director of the marching band
at Ohio State University.
Lisk is on sabbatical leave
from his position as the director
of bands and music chairman of
the Oswego (N.Y.) City School
District. He is completing a
method dealing with unique
rehearsal techniques.
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MSU's ACT scores are higher
than those of national average

Imams
'.A

Save 50% on Entire Line
of Spring Sweaters for the
Family.
aGirls, Juniors, Misses, Petites, and Mens sizes.
*Vests, Pullovers, Cardigans, all styles.
•Reg. $14 to $40

NOW $7 to $20
Save 57 to 73%
Comfort Suited
Separates
Sale 29.99
Reg. $70. Comfort
Blazer ,in brown
and gray. Men's
sizes 36 to 46
(broken sizes)

Sale 6.99
Reg. $26. Comfort
Pant in navy
and tan. Men's'
sizes 30-46.
(broken sizes)

Save 50%
Entire Stock of
family Warmups.
Sale 27.50
Reg.$55. Men's Adidas'
'
warmup suit.
Other styles
available

Also warmups
for infants,
toddlers, girls,
boys, juniors,
and misses.
Reg. $6 to $27.99

NOW $3
to $13.99

.
S

•

Prices Effective Thurs.-Sun.
Store Hours:
.Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sun. 12:3040 5:30 p.m.

JCPenney

,Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office 759-1400
Catalog 759-4080

The American College Testing
( ACT) scores of the freshman
class at Murray State University
are among the highest in Kentucky and are higher than the national average, according to information released by the
program.
Phil Bryan,dean of admissions
at Murray State, said the composite mean score of the university's freshman class is 18.9, compared to 18.7 across the-nation.
He added that the freshman class
has the highest mean score since
1974.
Bryan said Murray State's
freshman class ranks second in
the state only to the University of
Kentucky main campus. When
compared to the entire UK
system, Murray State ranks first
in Kentucky, he said.
Some of the subscores for Murray State freshmen are the
highest since records were first
kept in 1966. All of the subscores
are:
— English 19.1, highest since
1966.
— Math 16.9. hIghest since
;-- Social studies 17.7, highest
since 1974, and
— Natural sciences 21.3,
highest since 1966.
Bryan attributes the favorable
scores to the preparation
students receive in West Kentucky area public schools. "One
example would be the rise in
English scores. Area high schools
have done away with phase elec-

Harris receives
notification of
his certification
Dr. Clark Harris, 34, a member
of the medical staff at MurrayCalloway County Hospital since
August, 1983, has been notified of
his certification in his specialty of
internal medicine by the
American Board of Internal
Medicine. ,
Headquartered
in
Philadelphia, Pa., the board is
the largest of the medical 'Profession's certification groups, encompassing a wide variety of
specialties.
A native of Fort Smith, Ark.,
Dr. Harris successfully passed
the board's two-day examination
in
Nashville, Tenn., last
September before being notified
early this .month of his
certification.
He completed his pre-medical
education at Hendrix College,
Conway, Ark., before receiving
his medical degree in 1976 at the
University of Arkansas at Little
Rock.
Following a year of rotating in
ternship at the City of Memphis
Hospital from 1976 to 1977, he
worked in outpatient medicine
and emergency services for
clinics and hospitals in the West
Tennessee area for several
years.
Dr. Harris completed his internal medicine residency at the
University of Tennessee Center
for Health Services in Memphis
in December, 1982. He was in
private practice in Ripley. Term.,
for several months before joining
the MCCH medical staff.
Mrs. Harris, the former Christy Scott of Murray and daughter
of Robert and Betty Scott, Route
6, is a graduate of Murray State
University-with a-degree In nutsilirtvend also holds a master's
degree in the area. She assists
Dr. Harris in his office in the
Mason Memorial Medical Area
Building near the hospital.
They reside at 1522 Canterbury.
and have one son. Joseph Bruce,
2.
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tive English and have returned to
the more basic instruction that
emphasizes writing."
Bryan thinks scores will continue to rise through the 1980s. he
noted ,that the high school senior
class of 1987 will be the first required to meet new state college
admission standards that were
dictated by the Kentucky Council
on Higher Education. and the
Kentucky
Department
of
Education.
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Commission to
notify Gordon
of expiration
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The Murray Planning Corn
mission approved a motion to
send a letter to Marshall Gordon
Informing him that his Jan. 26
deadline to complete curb and
gutter construction in the Ingleside Subdivision has expired,
and that the board is demanding
he comply with his July 17, 1984
agreement to complete the
project.
Approval of the sending of the
letter came after the board exhatisted all extensions available
to Gordon. The letter to Gordon
will reportedly include a
reminder that he is in default of
his agreement with the board.
Board members discussed the
subdivision project for the duration of the commission's hourlong meeting Tuesday night. No
Immediate plans to pursue legal
action against Gordon were
discussed.
Under the agreement between
qprdon and the commission,
Gordon was allowed several extensions on a contract to complete construction of curbs and
gutters for streets in the subdivision, and also water and fewer
lines. The water and sewer lines
have been completed but the remainder of the work is
Incomplete.
The approval of the letter to
Gordon was the only action
taken during the meeting.
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Play auditions
are scheduled

th

Auditions for the Community
Theatre's "Evening of One-Acts"
dinner theatre will be held this
Saturday, February 23 from 12:00
to 2:00 p.m. and Sunday, Feb. 24
from 1-2:30 p.m. Performances
are scheduled at Pagliai's
Restaurant, March 14-16 and
21-23.
Parts are available for two
male college students, one older
back-woods widow, a young
minister and his wife, a gas station attendant and a young
couple.
The theatre will produce two
winning one-act plays from its recent one-act play contest. The
winners will be announced next
week. Director Hal Park said
"The quality of entries was so
good the selection committee
decided to do an evening of atti,
new work

for 1
ii
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boaid to meet
'hospital
The Board of Commissioners
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital - will meet in regular
session Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in
the board room of the hospital.
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PERSPECTIVE
A way to dispel myths
about the Middle East
Mention of the Middle East pro:
.,
bably causes most Americans to
begin conjuring up mental images of oil welts, sand dunes, veiled women, wealthy shieks, belly
dancers and an assortment of
other outdated and/or distorted
impressions.
Life in the Arab world is not
nearly so simplistic. It is a complex society with people whose
culture and mores are far different from ours — yet impact us
so much in many ways.
Two Middle East specialists
will be in our community Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday.
Feb. 25-26-27, for a series of activities and appearances intended to enchance public awareness
of life in the Arab countries.
Dr. Laraine Carter is a lecturer
and consultant and was formerly an economic and commercial
attache for the American embassy in Bahrain, islands in the
Persian Gulf off the coast of
Saudi Arabia.
- Jean R. AbIblader serves as
secretary of the National Council
• on U.S.-Arab Relations, the
organization which is providing
partial funding for the program.
He is also a former executive
director of the National Association of Arab Americans.
Both are widely-acknowledged
experts on Middle East and Arab
affairs. Each of them has
presented orientations and
seminars for personnel in the
U.S. Departments of State,
-faefense and Treasury, as well as
lectures• to Chamber of Commerce gatherings and other

business and governmental
groups.
Their visit to our area was arranged by a committee sponsored by the Center for International Programs at Murray State
University. It represents an opportunity for those who are
neither students nor faculty to
participate in the renewed emphasis in international educationon the campus.
As new technologies in communication and transportation
continue to shrink the world
about us, it becomes even more
imperative to increase our
knowledge and broaden our
perspectives.
Knowledge
promotes
understanding. And the In.
that have been undertaken at Murray State to learn
from others and to share with
others contribute to greater insights and thus to that perpetual
hope for peace in the community
of mankind.
The university has served our
entire community by providing
an opportunity for us all to
become more familiar with Arab
culture and history and to get a
better feel for the multifaceted
and long-run strategic, economic
and commercial benefits at stake
in U.S.-Arab ties.
We encourage our readers to
consider attending the public programs offered by Dr. Carter and
Mr. AbiNader and to take advantage of their expertise to dispel
the common myths and develop
a more realistic view Of the Arab
states and the Middle East.

looking back
Ten years a:go
Most of the nation will set clocks forward one hour on Feb. 23 as
Daylight Saving Time again goes into effect fbr the next eight
months.
Dr. James B. Carlin, a faculty member at- Murray State
College, who has developed a new technique in word attack
in
reading instruction, conducted a workshop in Memphis. Tenn.. on
Feb -15 for 250 West Tennessee Educators and
Reading
Specialists.
. Don Keller of Murray took a bicycle mini-tour on the Natchez
Trace Parkway, consisting of 160 miles from Tupelo to lackciria,
Miss.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs James
Lichtenegger, Feb. 16.
Twenty years ago
"Grover Sigmon who lives out on the New Concord
Road has a
flower of breath taking beauty as well as one which
will not be
found just anywhere. The name of the exotic plant is
Sacred Lady
of India and a look at it gives you the feeling that
it is well named." from column,"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C.
Williams.
Robert Daniel. assistant professor of biology at
Murray State
University, spoke at Clergy Appreciation Night held by
the Murray Civitan Club.
Local student; named as officers of Alpha Tau
Omega Fraternity at Murray State University were Jim Story
and Billy Joe
Rayburn.
This week during National Cosmetologist Week
several local
beauty operators volunteered their services to
patients in the
Convalescent Division, Murray-talloway County
Hospital.
Beauticians were Freda Fitts, Dot Dunn, Irene Ray. Judy
Adams
and Kathryn Lax,
Thirty years ago
The Murray State College Sports Anena was dedicated Feb. 19
with Kentucky Governor Lawrence Wetherby giving the
dedicatory address prior to the Murray-Eastern basketball game
with Murray as winner. Dr. Ralph H. Woods. president. and other
school officials entertainedlhe governor and state Officials with a
dinner at Wells Hall before the dedication.
New officers of the Murray GirlScout Association include Mrs.
Everett Ward Outland, Mrs. M.C. Ellis, Mrs. H.B. Bailey. Jr..
Mrs. Wayne Williams and Mrs. Purdom Outland.
Mrs. Cassel Garrison, Mrs. Loa Outland and Mrs. Ofus Outland
presented -a program at a meeting of the WMS of the Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Carlisle and children, Candy and Ross, of St.
Louis, Mo., have been the guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Farmer, and her grandmother, Mrs. Callie Jones.

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
Here is a word of caution for those of us who would use the hope
for Heaven as an excuse to justify the evils that litter the Earth:
If there is a sin against life, it consists perhaps not so much
In despairing of life as in hoping for another life and in eluding
the implacable grandeur of this life.
The author of these words was Albert Camus (1913-19601, French
existentialist philosopher and atheist.
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by m.c. garrott

The right way to make a Heart Association
donation is to give it to Doris Rowland
Next Sunday, Feb. 24, is "Heart
Sunday" — a special day of support for the American Heart
Association in its life-saving efforts through research; professional and public education and
community programs. f.
Volunteers will be knocking on
doors seeking contributions, but
chances are there won't be many
of them. There never are.
I've wondered many times how
a contribution to the American
Heart Association could be made
other than at times like this Sunday. From time to time, you will
note in the paper in the event of
someone's death from a heart attack or heart disease that the
family requests that expressions
of sympathy be made in the form
of contributions to the American

washington today

Heart Association.
In her work, Doris shares botl
But how is this done?
good times and bad times exCarla Rexroat, who underwent perienced by a lot of people in
open heart surgery a few years both Murray and Calloway
ago and who is keenly interested...County.
In the Heart Association's work.
When she receives a contributold me how.
tion in the name of the American
Doris Rowland, Bill Boyd's Heart Association, she'll send a
secretary over at the People's card from the donor to the reciBank at Chestnut and North 12th, pient of the donor's choice. The
is the volunteer chairman for the person - receiving the card also
local Heart Unit's fund raising gets a "thank you" card which he
programs. Right now, the unit is or she can mail back to the donor
in the midst of a "Tiri'M to acknowledging the contribution.
Remember" fund raising effort. The sentiments on Doris' cards
•••
are appropriate for a wide varieThe effort, she says, is exactly ty of gifts.
what it is called — A Time to
The amount of the contribution
Remember — be it a wedding an- is never disclosed on the card
niversary, a birthday, the death sent to the recipient, she emof a loved one, an illness, or any phasized, adding that contribuother type of remembrance.
tions can be from an individual or
from a group, such as a family,
a group of Meads or fellow
etnployees.
The program, understandably,
benefits a lot of people.
Doris' job of receiving and
acknowledging the gifts is a yearthe understanding Hussein round job, so the next time you
worked out with Yasser Arafat have a special occasion for which
of the Palestine Liberation you feel a contribution to the
American Heart Association
Organization, the president is
would be appropriate, get your
prepared to renew his 1982
gift to Doris at People's Bank on
Mideast peace proposals and, he
the
north side.
told Fahd at dinner this week,
That way, you'll know it has
send a U.S. delegation to the .
gone where you intendecLit.lo go
bargaining table. •and everyone 'concerned will
Next Tuesday,-meanwhile, the
have recognition of it.
United States will open discus• ik •
•
sions with the Soviet Union in
The other day, I bid Godspeed
Vienna about the Arab-Israeli to
'Johnny Miller, another good
dispute, the war between Iran
friend out at Murray State who is
and Iraq, and the future of
moving on.,.
Afghanistan, where rebels are
Johnny is going to St. Louis.
trying to oust more than 100,000 where
on March 4 he will become
Soviet soldiers. Richard W. Mur- media coordinator
with the huge
phy, the senior official in the and sprawling
Barnes Hospital
State Department's Near East Group out near Forest
Park. He
bureau, will head the U.S. answered an ad in The St. Louis
delegation.
Post-Dispatch to get the job.
If the talks are successful, the
Johnny had worked with The
administration probably will Paducah Sun for six years when
branch out and ask the Soviets to he came to our public informahold similar talks on other areas tion team at the university a couoT The world: The goal is the ple years before I retired.
"better working relationship"
Working part time, he earned
that Reagan told the United Na- a master's degree in journalism
tions last September he was to go with the undergraduate one
seeking with the Soviet Union.
he had earned earlier. For the

•

by barry schweid

WASHINGTON (AP) — It's a
little early to be making
judgments about Ronald
Reagan's second term as president, but after less than a month
he is showing a tendency toward
the kind of active diplomacy he
shunned in his first term.
- First in dealing with Moscow,
and now in the Middle East, the
Reagan administration is beginning to confront difficult issues
in a traditional way.
The president isn't jumping in
with both feet, as Jimmy Carter
did, for instance, at Camp David
in 1978. Nor is he about to hold a
summit meeting with Konstantin Chernenko, the ailing Soviet
leader. He remains the only
president since Herbert Hoover
not to meet with the man in
charge in Moscow.
But the detachment with
which Reagan approached the
world while he concentrated on
record u
mIltary-buirchip at
home is giving way.
U.S.-Soviet negotiations on
nuclear weapons are due to
resume in Geneva in midMarch. The hierarchy of
American decision-making has
been straightened out to put
Secretary Of State George Shultz
and Reagan, of course, in
ultimate charge.
This means Shultz will be able
to make swift assessments
about the Kremlin's attitude and
adjust relations with the Soviets
along a broad range of cultural
and business issues accordingly.
On the Middle East, the president this week received King
Fahd of Saudi Arabia, the first
in a series of scheduled visits by
Arab leaders who are trying to
engage the United States "more
vigorously" in promoting the
Palestinian cause.
• Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak will drop in -next
month, undoubtedly with the
same kind of pitch.
Reagan is holding back. He
wants to make sure Israel's
security Interests will be protected. His advisers are telling
him the first move to the table
should come from Jordan's King
Hussein.
In the first Reagan administration there was the embarrassment of having a
U.S.-arranged plan to draw
Lebanon closer to Israel and the
West blow up in Shultz's face.
So, naturally, Reagan and
Shultz are cautious about putting America's prestige on the
line again.
But depending on the merits of

You are in
businessfor
yourself...when
you advertise in
classffied!

One call from
you to one of
our helpful ad
takers puts your
ad in the paper
and starts your
phone ringing.
You decide
what you need
to sell. You set
the price. You
receive the calls
from interested
customers. You
make the sale.

•

past few'years, though, he has
been working with Dwain McIntosh in the office on a full-time
basis.
Johnny is a good boy and a fine
writer. We all wish him well in his
new field of journalism. One
thing is for sure — he is going to
have the opportunity to write
about some highlyteehnical and
interesting people and situations,
for the medical field...js,
fascinating.
••
Jim Thompson,one of my good
friends still out at Murray State,
has passed along a little story in
the wake of the two recent columns regarding Orman Price's
recollections of how basketball
was played 50 or more years ago.
Orman's story about the sloping floor in a gym,converted from
a church sanctuary reminded
Jinn of the Story about the game
the Harlem Globetrotters once
played against a pickup team
over in Arkansas.
The game was played in a
school which had no gymnasium.
but did have two classrooms
joined by two single doors.
There was a basket in each
classroom.
After the Trotters had taken a
pretty good drubbing from .the
local boys, Goose Tatam. one of
the—iirostr-farrions'- of -all tht,
Globetrotters; rernarked-i-"Well. them boys ddn't know
much about basketball, but they
sure do know how to git through
them dobrs!"
Jim is a professor of economics
at the university and also a
member of the board of directors
of the Federal Reserve Bank in
Louisville.
•••
Someone around the coffee
table the other morning said they
had heard that another new committee had been formed out at
Murray State. It's known as the
VOR Committee. which stands
'Ti'.-.
S."
to work out of RC'C. the"Rumor
Control Center."
Of course, they were just joking, but stranger groups have
been known to have been named.

•
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MURRAY TODAY
An apprentice masonry
craftsman spends about
three years learning his
trade in on-the-job and
classroom instruction.

Harrison FOrd
is John Book.

WITNESefik
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Members of Preceptor Omicron Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi had
their annual Valentine
banquet on Thursday,
Feb. 7, at the Country
Cross Rokds
Restaurant, Hardin.
Their husbands were
guests.
ha and Tommy
Brown were named
Valentine Queen and
King at the party. Each
received a box of candy.
Valentine favors were

R
.
.t

CINE 1 & 2

Ricky Lowe, supervisor of Wildlife
Inc REST PiCTURI
Management Section,
Land Between the
THE KILLING
FIELDS E
Lakes, was the guest
speaker at the January
central c•nter 753-3314 meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
"Bald Eagle Restoration Program at LBL"
7:111. 5:10
was the main topic.
Slides were presented
by Lowe to show the
All he
natural habitat and
needed
nesting instincts of the
MIAS a
lucks
bald eagle.
IZt break
.

Present were Rowena
and John Emerson,
Glenda and Bobby
The Executive Board
Wilson, Joyce and
Bruce Thomas, Peggy will meet at 7 p.m. prior
and Harold Shoemaker, to the regular meeting
Brenda and Pete Estes, at the Graves' home
Barbara and Willie with Barbara Williams,
Williams. ha and Tom- president, presiding.

CHERI 3

Lowe explaLned that
the bald eagle has been
on the United States' endangered species list
and on the decline since
the 1940s. He said the
chemical, DDT, now
banned since 1972, was
much to blame for the
decline in reproduction.
The Bald Eagle
Restoration Program at
LBL has had much success. Their first signs of
success — a pair of
adult bald eagles has
nested in LBL and

reproduced an eaglet.
One of the adults was
released from LBL as a
fledging in 1981. Its
return marks the first
successful eagle "hacking" in the Southeast
and only the fourth in
the nation, Lowe said.
Hacking is a restoration technique based on
a young bird's tendency
to return to its fledging
area when mature and
ready to next.
Numbered bands on the
(Cont'd on page 5)
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Mardi Gras on Saturday

Service at St. Leo's
•Lenten services at St. Leo's Catholic Church

will include "Walking the Way of The Cross"
with benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament
on Fridays at 7 p.m. Fr. Louis Piskula invites the
public to attend.

Concert planned Friday
The Murray State University Wind Ensemble
will present a concert on Friday, Feb. 22, at 8
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. Conducted by Gerald
L. Welker, the ensemble will feature Dale Underwood as saxophone soloist.

Talent program Sunday
Minority students at Murray State University
will present their talents at a special program in
observance of Black History Month on Sunday,
Feb. 24, at 7:30 p.m. in the theatre of the Curris
Center. The student production will focus on a
theme of "I Think, I Sleep, I Dream," with talent
presentations to include singing, dancing and acting. It is open to the public at no admission. This
marks the third time Students have used their
Ideas and talents to celebrate Black History
Month on campus. Faculty and staff members
assisting with the production are Yvette Payne,
Dr. Willis Johnson and Bernadette Jones.

Opening Saturday!

Country Jeans
5 Miles 94 East Murray
759-1062
Owners:
Charlene & Jimmie Lyons

Name Brand Jeans
Available:

Th
fimet
NOTHING ELSE
FEELS LIKE
REAL GOLD

time...
El

DATEBOOK

my Brown, and Mary
and Joe Graves.
The annual Mardi Gras will be held at Murray
The chapter will meet High School on Saturday, Feb. 23, from 6 to 9
tonight(Thusday)at the p.m. Special events have been planned for this
home of Mary Graves. annual occasion, sponsored by the Spanish Club,
During the social hour Debbie Burgess, sponsor, and the French Club,
the chapter members Sue Spann, sponsor.
will exchange Hearts
and Hands gifts.

Lowe speaks at Garden meeting

STARTEllrai. 74111
area *word Stems.

sl;I

given to each of the m.en
present. Social chairman, Brenda Estes, and
her committee
members were
hostesses.

Miirray Ledger & Times

Jo Buriceen. editor

Preceptor Omicron Chapter has
Valentine Banquet at restaurant

chesbnit et. 753-3314
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*Lee •Palamettas
*Chic •Touche' & Prairie Rosé
*Sunset Blues *Men Levi's
Ladies Blouses & Denim Vests

Alphas plan luncheon

Jim
Bra:
Tim
will
ray

The Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have a potluck luncheon on
Saturday, Feb. 23, at noon at the club house.
Desiree Hosick, department chairman, urges
each member to attend.

Hc
Clini
chet
fire
p.m
Cu
Pre:

Students plan dinner
A potluck dinner for adult students of Murray
State University and their families will be Saturday, Feb. 23, at 6 p.rri. in the adult lounge located
-on second floor, east wing, Ordway Hall, MSU.
After the dinner, those who enjoy basketball wil
go as a group to see the Racer-Eastern game.

Te
No.
East
at 7
hall.

Truck pull on Saturday

Pr
will l
nex
Libr.

The Alpha Gamma Rho Fraternity at Murray
State University will sponsor a four-wheel drive
pull on Saturday, Feb. 23, at 6:30 p.m. in the
Livestock and Exposition Center, College Farm
Road. Admission will be $6 and $7 and all seats
are reserved. Advance tickets are on sale at the
Center by fraternity members.

INA
Car
p.m
St
Draf

Special course planned
A Night J.T.P.A. Retail Sales Training Program will be offered by the West Kentucky State
Vocational-Technical School, Highway 62-West,
Paducah, starting Monday, March 11, and ending on May 20. The course to be taught from 4 to
9 p.m. each day, Monday through Friday for a
total of 240 hours, will be limited mostly to those
persons who can be certified under the Job
Training Partnership Act (JTPA ) which provides training for those persons who are
unemployed at present, have been actively seeking work, and have income limitations in their
household. State approved teachers will give instruction in employability skills, cashiering
skills, merchandising principles and selling
techniques for employment in retail stores.
Targeted jobs are as cashiers. salespersons,
sthek-Cierkl '&nd spipping.and receiving clerks.
Interested persons should- contact Beverly
McKinley or Alan Yates at 1-554-4991, extension
271, for more information. In order to be certified
for this training, persons should contact Betty
Rosenbaum or Victoria Cass at the Employement Services Office. 418 South Sixth St.,
Paducah, or call 1-4448000.
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•fender,golden fried,"bife- size" shrimp
•fresh creamy cole slaw
•2 hush puppies
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•the Captain's special cocktail sauce
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Coming community events announced
Thursday,Feb.21
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi wW meet at 7:30
p.m. at home of Mary
Graves. Executive
Board will meet at 7
p.m.
————
•
Men's Stag Night with
Jimmy Boone, Homer
Branch, Mac Fitts and
Tim Miller in charge
will be at 6 p.m. at Murray Country Club.
————
Household shower for
Clinton and Ruby Burchett who lost home by
fire wll be from 5 to 8
p.m. at Oak Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
————
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
————
Preservation First
will meet at 7 p.m. manflex of Calloway Public
Library.
————
Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gateway
Steakhouse,
DraffenvWe.
————
Murray Civitan Club
will honor all special
education teachers in
Murray and Calloway
School Systems at dinner meeting at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Restaurant.
————
Free slide lecture by
Rosanne Somerson, furn
I
t
ur
e
designer/building, will
be from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in
Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
Quad State Senior
High Band Festival will
open today in Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
———
"Getting Out" will be
play to be presented by
Murray State University Theatre and the
Department of Music at
8 p.m. in Robert E.
Johnson Theatre, MSU.
For information call

Thursday,Feb.21
762-6'797.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0081,
782-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
————
"Hugging Workshop"
will be sponsored by The
Single Connection at 7
p.m. in Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church. For
Information call Jill at
753-1701 or Dick at
436-2174.
————
Xi Alpha- Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Carol Poe Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. with Mrs. David
Travis.
————
Hazel Woman's Club
is scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Hazel Community Center.
————
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Friday,Feb.22
Kentucky Lake
Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
————
Garden Department
of Murray Woman's
Club will meet at noon
for lunch and business
meeting at 1 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade.
Paducah Area
Chapter of PWP will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
American Legion
Bullding, Paducah. For
informtion call
1-554-5071.
————
Skating Party, sponsored by Y Group, First
Assembly of God, will
be from 10:30
to
midnight at Roller
Skating of Murray.
————

Xi Alpha Deltaius
Valentine Banquet
The Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi held its annual
Valentine banquet on
Thursday. Feb. 7, at
Western Sizzlin,
Murray.
Debbie Miller was
honored as the chapter's
1985 Valentine Queen.
She was crowned by one
of the chapter's past
queens, Mary Ann
Barrow.
Highlights of Ms.
Miller's life were
presented by Debbie
Woods, social chair-

Friday,Feb.22
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
————
Dance, featuring
Country Feeling, will be
at lodge hall of Murray
Eagles Aerie 4071.
————
Senior Recognition
Night of Murray High
School will be at
Murray-Fulton County
basketball game.
————
Community Theatre
will kick off 1985 fundraising drive with a
dance and auction from
8 p.m. to midnight in
ball room, Curris
Center, Murray State
University.
————
Make Today Count
will be at 10 a.m. in
private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
————
Second night of "Getting Out" will be at 8
p.m. in Robert E.
Johnson Theatre, Murray State University. for
information call
762-6797.
————
ixth annual Racer
en Racquetball
Classic will begin at 6
p.m. in Carr Health
Building, Murray State
University.
————
Murray State University Wind Ensemble will
present a free concert at
8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
————
Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper will be
7730 to 11-p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
————
Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will include games at 8 p.m.
————
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
————
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
Health— Express of
Mui ray-Calloway Coun
ty Hospital will be at
Central Shopping Cente
from 1 to 4 p.m.
————
Lenten service will be
at 7 p.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.

--..4

Saturday, Feb.23
p.m. at Coldwater
Church of Christ
building.
————
Youth of Memorial
Baptist Church will
have a bake sale starting at 9:30 a.m. at WalMart.
————
Dance, featuring Fire
Mountain Band, will be
from 8 p.m. to midnight
at Murray Moose
Lodge.
————
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a potluck luncheon at noon at the club
house.
————
Annual Mardi Gras,
sponsored by French
and Spanish Clubs, will
be from 6 to 9 p.m. at
Murray High School.
————
Lady Racers will play
at 5 p.m. and Racers at
7:30 p.m. against
Eastern in Murray State
Racer Arena.
————
Adult students at Murray State University
and their families will
have a potluck at 6 p.m.
in adult lounge, second
floor, east wing, Ordway Hall.
————
Truck Pull, sponsored

•

Saturday, Feb.23
by Alpha Gamma Rho
fraternity at Murray
State University, will
start at 6:30 p.m. in
Livestock and Exposition Center.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. in
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
Dance, featuring
Country Feeling, will be
at lodge of Murray
Eagles Aerie 4071,
————
Free concert of Quad
State Senior High Band
Festival will beat 3 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State
University.
————
Third night of "Getting Out" will be
presented at 8 p.m. in
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Murray State
University.
————
Purchase Players will
present "The Glass
Menagerie" at 8 p.m. at
Middle School,
Mayfield.
————
Murray Squar-ANaders will dance at 8
p.m. at Woodmen of the
World Hall.
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at Regular Price — Get The
2nd Pair for 1/2 Price

•

OPEN

'1

7A

20% Off Ladies Boots and
Men's,Thildren's Shoes "

RAMSEy
DISCOUNT SHOES

,
1MM

Across from Dixieland Center
1303 Chestnut
753-3120

11111111111111,:t
We are happy to
announce that
Amy Noffsinger,
bride-elect of
Kevin Medley.
has selected.her
decorative accessories from
our
bridal
registry. Amy
and Kevin will
marry April 6.

\
\I

man, who was in charge
of the evening program.
Attending the banquet
were Beth Adams, Mary
Ann and David Barrow,
Saturilii,,Feb.23
Krista and Gary Crass,
Household shower for
Debbie and John Miller, Ricky and Kelly Watson
Joyce and Marney Nun- who lost their home by
Southside Shopping Center. i'lurra., Ky.
nally, Laurie and Eddie fire will be from 2 to 4:30
Rollins, Sue and
Richard Smith, Debbie'
and Tom Villaflor, Debbie and Dan Woods,
Kathy and Joe Wrye,
Renee and Mark Kennedy, Pam and Kenny
Collins, and Jan and
Michael Barnett.
Bring in your old laded pictures•
4
for restoration When we restore
them, -scratches, cracks
and stains can be eliminated!,
(Cont'd from page 4)
We.can copy any
adult's legs identify the
Rosanna Miller, ,]]] type original and
bird as one born in the department chairman,
photos can be finished
Columbus, Ohio, Zeoo in presided. Margaret
: in oil, black and white,
March of 1981 and Taylor gave the thought
or sepia-toned!
released that summer in for the day. Reports
the LBL. It is the first were given by Arum
eagle born and raised in Mae Owen, Jane Lane,
captivity to nest and Myrtle Douglas, Janet
breed successfully in Wallis and Effie
the wild. In 1984 four Vaughn.
other eaglets were
Hostesses were Ruth
released in the hacking Caldwell, Lurline Billprogram.
ington, Helen Urbancic,
Hwy. 641 South
The speaker was in- Halene Visher, Effie
492-8198_............
"
4 Mass South of Murray
4
" Hours Mon.-Fri. 9-5
troduced by Irene Vaughn and Margaret
,.. j.:i:.:.:.,.. Sat By Appointment
In The Old Nesbitt. Bid
young.
Ai\
Taylor.

THE TREASURE
HOUSE

Enjoy Your Memories Of Yesterday
And Today Forever-

With This Ad
Senior Citizens
Get A

Lowe speaks...

k

Discount

gR1TE RO

1/2 T0 3/4
Winter's End Sale!!!

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE 2/3 OFF
Entire Stock Of Fall & Winter Clothing
•Sweaters •Pants
•Dresses •Shirts
•Belts
•Jewelry
•Esprit Sportswear

Large Racks of
Pants, Shirts, Tops
and Much More

•Skirts
•Tops
•Socks

•Blouses
•Handbags

*New Shipment
Guess Jeans

China, Crystal, Silver
and Gifts

Receiving Guess
Spring Sportswear!

20% Off

incSA
caPento

'3/ '5 & '10
Wintei Hours 9 30 a m 5 00 p m

ChestNt

Warm Ups and
Jogging Suits
Save 50%-75% Off

a

.

•

v
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FURNITURE
208 Main

Murrav. K

111

ARY 21, 1985

Thurman's
101 \. 3rd

•

•

Jones attends
NSBA forum
for school
attorneys

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

Donald A. "Don"
Jones, a local attorney,
is a member of and attended
a
fonr-day
seminar sponsored by
the National School
Board
Association's
Council
of
School
Attorneys.
Jones represents the
Calloway County School
System. He said that the
.:geminar was very informative and significant

ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF QUALITY FURNITURE IN THIS AREA AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

*FREE DELIVERY
'

This is only a partial list. Many other items not advertised!

Lazy Boy Recliners
Starting At

$15995
SOFAS

Lamps, Pictures
& Accessories

/
1 2 Price
Large Selection
DINING ROOM

1-Loose Pillow Back
Ruffled Skirt & Back
Pillows. Blue & Peach
Print.
Reg. 899.95

1 -Early
American
Wingback Cut Velvet
Beige & Blue Floral. Reif.. 899.95

/
12
/
12
/
12

1-Camel Back with
Arm Pillows. Mauve &
Blue. Floral Ruffled
Skirt.
Reg. 799.95

/
12

1-Traditional Attached Nylon Brown &
Beige Stripe Cover. Reg. 799.95

1-2 Pc. Sofa & Chair
Traditional
Style.
Beige & Brown Nylon
Velvet.
Reg. 999.96
1-Rattan Love Seat.
Loose Pillow Back.
Beige & Blue Print: Reg. 599.95
1-2 Pc. Sofa & Chair.
Country Design. Nylon
Small Print Cover.
Reg. 899.95
1-Lawson Style Attached Back. Blue &
Rust Check Nylon
Cover.
Reg. 899.95
1 -Clayton
Marcus
Chippendale. Blue &
Peach Stripe Cover. Reg. 995.00

/
12
/
12

/
12
/
12
/
12

1-Marimomt. Loose
Pillow Back. Traditional Cover Beige &
Pink Stripe.
Reg.
899.95

Mahogany
8-Pc.
Queen Ann Style Oval
Table. 6 Chairs. Glass
Door China.
Reg.
3190.00

1-3 Pc. Oak Triple
Dresser. Shelf Mirror
Chest. Poster Bed with
Reg.
Foot.
1199.95
3-Pc. Oak Triple Door
Dresser. Gallery Mirror Large Door Chest.
Spindle Bed with Foot Reg.
1999.95

/
12

/
12

7-Pc. Antique Maple
Finish Round Table. 2
Leaves.6 Spindle Back
Chairs.
Reg. 599.95

/
12

1-Regent Camel Back.
Tapestry Cover. Innerspring Mattress. Reg.
1199.95

8-Pc. Antinque Pine
Trestle Table. Large
China 6-Chairs.
Reg.
1999.95

/
12

CHAIRS
1-Lazy Bey Rocker
Recliner. Nylon Floral
Cover.
Reg. 480.00

/
12

1-Lazy Boy Recliner
Rocker.
Emerald
Green Velvet Cover. Reg. 460.00

/
12

1-Fairfield Wing Chair.
Chippendale-Leg Brick
Color Corduroy.
Reg. 379.95

/
12

2-Fairfield Traditional
Beige & Blue Pin Dot Reg.
Cover.
299.98 Each
1-Lazy Boy Recliner
Rocker. Pin Dot Peach
VelVet Cover.
Reg. 480.00

3-Pc. Pecan Triple
Dresser with Mirror
Chest
Large
Headboard.
Reg.
1099.95

Bed
Size
1-King
Highpostor with Foot. Rog. 599.95

1-Marimont Pillow
Back Lounge Chair.
Brick Color Corduroy. Reg. 449.95
2-Swivel
Rockers.
Light Blue Velvet Reg.
Cover.
299.95 Each

1199"

1/2

SOFA SLEEPERS

1-Lazy Boy Sleeper.
Modern Design Oak
Trim Flame Stitch
Reg. 899.95
Cover.

1-Heavy Pine Rocker.
Upholstered Seat &
Back.
Reg. 349.95

899"

Sc
th

/
12

5-Pc. Dinette Oval Formica Top Table. 4
Beige Upholstered
Reg. 749.95
Swivel Tilt Choirs.

2-Fairfield
Wing
Chairs. Blue Mauve
Flame Stitch Cover. Reg. 349.95

AR
ecu
off
ris
dart

12
Save /

/
12

1-Lazy Boy Recliner
Rocker.
• Modern
Design. Beige Tweed
Cover.
Reg. 395.00

1-3 Pc. Pine Dresser
with Hutch Mirror. 5
Chest
Drawer
;0095
899.95
dI
Reg.
Headboard.

Up To 35 Ft In Lengths

1-Queen Size Navy
Blue Pin Dot Velvet
Arm
with
Cover
Reg. 799.95
Pillows.

2-Oak Arm Pull Up
Chairs. Cane Back.
Brown Vinyl Seat.
Reg. 219.95

BEDROOMS

Lees Carpets
Remants

1-Jamison queen Size
Traditional Style. Blue
& Beige Stripe Nylon
Cover.
Reg. 799.95
1 -Jamison
Early
American Wing Back.
Beige Plaid Cover.
Wood Trim.
Reg. 799.95
1-Jamison
Beige
Tweed Nylon Cover.
Traditional Style.
Reg. 799.95

/
12
/
12
/
12

MISC.

/
w1 2

/
12
/
12
/
12
/
12
/
12
/
12
/
12

1-American
Drew
Cherry Sofa Table.
Queen Ann Style.
Reg. 423.00

1-Pecan Wall Unit with
Light.
Reg. 479.95

1/
2

• 2 YEAR UAHTED
WARRANTY

/
12

1-Hall Console Fruitwood Finish Glass
Door. Mirrored Back. Reg. 249.95

/
12

1-Hall Console Fruitwood Finish Double
Doors.
Reg. 479.95
1-Wicker
Etagere.
Finish

Reed
Natural
Reg. 549.95

Now you can get more value to,
your dollar on the purchase of a
Snappe. Row-Tone Tiller at requite(
retail price That's right with your
reeeive-FREEpurchase
your choice of a Hiller Furrower or
Rear.Tine Hitch Adapter with either
•Cultivator or Middle Buster Stop
in at your Snapper dealer today to(
Super Value Days'

A davesson of Fuqua Industries

/
12
/
12
/
12

1-Curio Console with
Mirror Glass Doors. Reg. 379.95

/
12

1-Pulashi Oak Antique
Design Glide Rocker. Reg. 399.95

1/2

1-Audio Cabinet Glass
Door,
Lift • Top.
1-Drawer Adjustable
Shelf.
Reg. 429.95

SUPER
VALUE
DAYS
• FU ATTACHMENT

1-Mahogany Hall Tree
with Brass Trim.
Reg. 399.95

1-4 Pc. Wall Unit.
2-Tall Bookcase Light.
Bride & Console.
Reg.
1150.00

because today's schools
- and the laws that affect them - have come a
Icing way since the old
one-room schoolhouse
and
hickory-switch
discipline.
At one time, Jones
pointed out, school "law"
was as simple as ABC.
Even as recently as 20
onlyschool taw • case of
significance was Brown
v. Board of Education.
But in 1984 alone, the
U.S. Supreme Court ruled in over 20 school cases
- Irving v, Tatro
("related services" for
the handicapped), Grove
City College v. Bell (Title IX), and Smith v.
Robinson (attorney's
fees) - just to name a
few. The body of case
law has increaled to
such an extent that two
major
lawbook
publishers are now
publishing reporters
devoted entirely to
school. law, Jones said.
The seminar covered a
full spectrum of school
law ranging from First
Amendment rights of
free speech and religion,
students' rights and
teachers' rights to the
law of the handicapped
as it affects schools.
In 1870, Jahn D.
Rockefeller incorporated the Standard
Oil Co. in Cleveland,
Ohio.

1-3 Pc. Set Queen Ann
Cherry Tables. 2-Ends. Reg.
Butler Tray Cocktail. 1018.00

1 -Miniature
Mahogany Bow Front
Chest.
Rag.

Donald A. Jones

2

MCI ATTSCSIIIMINT
W011111 •000410
Of .....S SOON

All
Seasons
Lawn &
Leisure
205 N. 44h
Murray
753-4110
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Garfield's course on Vietnam lets
students draw own conclusions...
(Cont'd from page 1)
China." So did members of the
Asian desk in the State Department, who saw the war as
primarily a nationalistic movement. The European desk,
however, urged support of
France.
Although it is popularly
believed Truman decided to
send in advisors following the
Korean invasion, he actually
made the decision a month
before the invasion, according to
Garfield. The U.S. thus became
Immersed in a 25-year war that
continued long after the French
pulled out.
ART AUCTION FRIDAY — Betty Lowry, Playhouse in the Park board member, and
"It was a pattern that inHal Park, executive director, are pictured above with some of the artwork, donated by local artists,
fluenced every president
to be auctioned
off Friday evening in the theatre's silent art auction. The auction will be held during dance
thereafter," Garfield explained.
a
in the Currim Center Ballroom and will feature more than nine pieces of artwork valued at more
"All you have then is increasing
than $40. The
dance begins at 8 p.m.
escalation, based on a decision
made by Harry Truman."
Although U.S. troops increasmeeting late Wednesday with
ed
sharply under the Kennedy
Senate Majority Leader Robert
Dole, R-Kan., and Agriculture administration, there is
evidence JFK was concerned
Secretary John Block.
"I think we're finding out our the U.S. couldn't win and was
WASHINGTON (AP I —
differences aren't that great," prepared to withdraw troops
has prompted a paralyzing
Dole added after a day of before he was kWed, Garfield
Farm-state senators are opfilibuster and delayed action on
meetings in which the ad- says. The massive buildup
timistic they will reach agreeother conressional business.
Merit On 'a Mote geheftilig
- "We're getting very close to
ministration promised to further under President Johnson
package of Credit assistance for
liberalize its already announced reflected the political obsession
agreement," Sen. David Boren,
- faltering farmer, atrissue'that - DOkla,•''S*1(3 -folleAting
credit aid- program.. .Aholher' Of A man whose real interest was
meeting was scheduled for domestic affairs, in Garfield's
view.
today.
As supreme commander of
At the same time, House
Democrats were attempting to U.S. forces in Vietnam during
seize the initiative on the issue, the 1960s, Westmoreland was
pushing $1 billion in additional charged in a CBS documentary
with deliberately underfarm loan guarantee authority
through the Appropriations reporting the number of enemy
Committee and taking up a troops faced by American
more ambitious credit package soldiers. He dropped his $120
million libel suit _without tbaj_
_in_ the
-Agrie lure
charge being disproven.
Cornhiittee.

Garfield says thlt his conversations with personwho were in
Vietnam, some of them still in
the military, indicate that
enemy troops were indeed
under-counted. However. "It
was maybe not so much
deliberate misinformation as
just poor information."

The answers to that and other
questions about Vietnam, now
Westmoreland's trial is over,
have been put in what many see
as their proper place:
Classrooms such as Garfield's,
to be studied and debated as
part of the body of American
history.

Senate works to overcome filibuster
through increased aid to farmers

Choose from our
delightful collection
of formals for that
special occasion.
Shown is
beautiful Chiffon
formal with
swiss dot sleeves,
ruffled neckline,
spaghetti straps
and full flowing
skirt.

*Special orders
taken on this
sale price for
3 days only.

By Abigail
Jamey McMillen officially announced his candidacy for county
Property Valuation Administrator this week after he filed for the
position Wednesday. He is pictured above handing his papers to
Teresa Rushing at the county clerk's office.

Jamey McMillen to run against
P\ A officer first in 24 years
. Jamey McMillen, 36, is knocking on the door of the current
holder of the title of Calloway
County Property Valuation Administrator — Charles Hale.
Hale has held the office for the
past 24 years and for the first
time since he took office in 1961
he will face a candidate in the
May 28 Democratic primary.
McMillen lives just north of
Kirksey with his wife, Connie
and their two children, Billy, 11,
and Nikki, 6.
He is currently employed by
the B.F. Goodrich plant of
Calvert City as a chemical
operator. He graduated from
MSU in 1977 with a bachelor's
degree in accounting and in 1979

Van Buren

Man Strains His Marriage By
Risking a Sprain in His Back

earned a master's degree in
business.
DEAR ABBY: I need an objective experience a father could ever wit"Where I'm at right now I'm
wasting my education," said opinion. When we saw that new ness"—like so many other fathers
McMillen about his filing for the neighbors were moving in in a do.
When I confronted him about it
job. McMillen also cited his sw- rental truck, my husband and I
went over to help. Twice I mentioned afterward, he said he was just
ing shift (working the midnight
shift) as another reason he that my husband had a bad back. kidding, but to this day he still
After we helped move all their laughs and repeats that terrible lie
decided to run for the office. He
possessions except for a grand when someone asks if he was in the
foresees being able to spend piano, we
invited them over for a delivery room.
more time for his family seen in drink, and I made several
Why should he do this? Your
suggesthe future if he is successful in tions for obtaining help to move the answer in the newspap
er would be
his bid.
piano out of the truck and into their appreciated.
"There's a lot I've got to learn house.
HURT
Later I prepared some homemade
(about the job)," explained
McMillen, who recently passed soup, and delivered it with napkins,
DEAR HURT: Because he's an
insensitive clod with a warped
the property evaluation ad- spoons, bowls and crackers.
The next day, the man came over sense of humor and little respect
ministrator's test in Paducah,
one of the prerequisites for" the and asked my husband to help him for your feelings.
move the piano. Despite my objecjob.
a ••
tions, the two. of them moved the
piano down a ramp, up four steps
and into the house.
CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026—CHECK OUR PRIC
'The temperature was 6 degrees
ES
and the wind-chill factor was 20
•
below. This neighbor is about 35
-f
and a professional body.builder. My
FOR FRIDAY,FEBRUARY 22,1985
•
husband is 56, 20 pounds overStarting At
What kind of day will tomorrow be: SCORPI
weight, out of shape, and has a bad
O
To find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23toNov
back and high blood 4pressure. He
.21) •
the forecast given for your birth sign.
An opportunity is legitimate, but was once hospitalized for chest pains
$4
95
ARIES
you tend to be overly suspicious.Some and a suspected heart attack.
Over
50
Styles
Buy Now For Spring
Now my husband isn't speaking
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
will entertain colleagues from work
In Stock
to me because I "embarrassed" him
Luck is with you concerning career this evening.
when I demanded that he stop lifting
interests today as long as you're not SAGITTARIUS
that piano and come home. (He
gullible. You'll be privy to some con- (Nov.M toDec.21)
ignored my pleas.)
Folding Attic
fidential information.
Thinking
Be sure to get your money's worth.
J
Was
I
justified
in
ordering
my
TAURUS
Avoid tourist traps when gadding
of a
husband to come home? And while
(Apr. 20to May 20)
about. Include family in your plans.
you're at it, Abby, please print what
Listen to your inner voice with CAPRICORN
can happen to middle-aged, out-ofrespect to career moves today. A good (Dec. MtoJan. 19)
shape men who undertake strenuous
plan needs further work before you
... Off
Kindness and consideration will br- tasks in cold weather. Thank you.
8 Ft. or 10 Ft
or •
.
_ .fit;:;.,
All Colors
show it to others.
ing out the best in a family member. A
'PRYING TO AVOID
GEMINI
friend may make a nuisance of
WIDOWHOOD
(May 21 to June 20)
himself today.
Contractor
A welcome invitation arrives. Be AQUARIUS
DEAR TRYING: You were
discriminating about ur choice of (Jan.20to Feb. 18)
justified in asking your husband
associates. Distinguish between true
Good news comes via friends. to come home, but you should
and fair-weather friends.
You're articulate and convincing, but have done so privately, instead
CANCER
be leery of those who are less straight- of "ordering" him to do so in
Off
front of the neighbors.
(June 21 toJuly 22)
"itiE forward than you.
Merillatt
4 Cubic Ft
And what can happen to outThough a fortunate career break PISCES
In Stock - Buy. Now!
*ay of-shape, middle-aged men
comes now, there are still some pit- (Feb.19to Mar.20)
who
r
sow
wr
falls to be avoided. You'll profit from
Don't be a sucker for somebody's undertake strenuous tasks in
Raingo
Fibergla
ss
some good advice.
sad story today, especially if a han- cold weather is well-documented
'4
-:
4x8 .
every winter in the obituaries.
LEO
dout is involved. Be protective of your
(July 2310 Aug. 22)
own financial interests.
•••
Glitter
$4588
You'd be wise to follow the lead of a
YOU BORN TODAY are capable of,
close tie. A family member may ob- great accomplishment in whatever
DEAR
Per Square.
jet to company. Legal matters need you undertake. Nervous tension, recently ABBY: I had a baby
$699
with natural childbirth. I
$
40 Year Warranty
close scrutiny.
10 Ft
CDX
though,can lead to escapism and self- went through several hours of hard
VIRGO
White or Brown
indulgence. You often dedicate labor with hardly a whimper or a
..
(Aug.23to Sept.22)
yourself to a cause and are at the frown on my face. My husband was
.You'receive a bonus or special con- forefront as its spokesperson. Though with me
in the delivsry room the
sideration from an employer. Your high-strung, you are also practical whole time.
.
I was really proud of
Store Hours:
nearest and dearest is your best ad- YoU need to keep busy to offset a myself
11
Mon.-Fri.
tendenc
y to be
viser now.
to say,Tifl1ed
7:30 til 5:00
LIBRA
You're especially suited for creative when my husband told my visitors
One Block South Of Square
work and can succeed in writing. art, that I cussed and
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Saturday
called him names
You'll enjoy a special outing with a music.,and sculpture. Birthday of "for .what he did -to-ine-."- I Waft SOBenton, fCy.
8:00'tIl 4:00
loved one. Don't let others take advan- Frederic Chopin,composer; Edna
hurt
when
he
made
those
smartSt.
Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store
tage in money dealings. Expect Vincent way, poet; and Ted Ken_ mouthed remarks about the delivery,
instead
modest work gains.
of
calling it "the greatest
CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026—CHECK OUR PRIC
nedy, politician,

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
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Andersen
Windows

listwis---ir-ernei.--Ntess

25%.

Paneling

BUILDING CENTERS
759-4026

Stairway
$3997

KitchenCabinets

50%

Plywood

...

Kirsch
Mini-Blinds

•

Deck

50%

Patio

For Treated Lumber
Our Prices Are
The Best
Vinyl

Garage
Door

189

7594026

Wheelbarrow

$2999

' Vinyl Siding

$357

TRE
x'S\ ASBUILDING
ES
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State will try computerized food-stamp program again
the company filed a
FRANKFORT. Ky. Texas.
The firm was hired a lawsuit against the state
(AP) — The state will
buy a computer pro- few years ago to provide seeking $12 million in
gram to automate part a state-of-the art com- damages and the suit
of its food-stamp pro- puter system for the was later amended to
gram, even though the food stamp system that $10 million. The state
program has proven un- would virtuaTI'y countersued for $3
eliminate waste and million. That trial was
workable in the past.
scheduled to begin
The purchase is part fraud.
But that system never Wednesday but has been
of an out-of-court settlement of a dispute bet- worked and the state postponed pending apween the Cabinet for canceled the contract proval of the final outHuman Resources and with EDS in February of-court settlement.
Despite the problems
Electronic Data _1984.
After the cancellation. that still exist with the
Systems Inc. of Dallas,

WE FINANCE

originally proclaimed
as a model system that
would save the state
millions of dollars in its
food stamp program
and virtually eliminate
waste and fraud.
Under the terms of the
original 31-month, $27.5
million contract, EDS
was to install an
elaborate, high-tech
system of computer
outlets in Human
Resources offices in
each county that would
speed the issuance of
food stamps and weed
out fraudulent
applications.
Eventually, the program also was to include computer terminals in about 6,000
retail outlets that would

make sure that the person using the food
stamps was entitled to
them.
Two experimental
stations were establTshed in cabinet offices in
Franklin and Simpson
counties with all county
offices to be hooked in
by December 1983.
A year ago, the
cabinet terminated the
contract with EDS
because of continuing
problems. No money
was ever paid the company and former
Finance Secretary
Lester "Mac" Thompson said at the time that,
"It would not be in the
best interests of the
citizens of this state to
proceed any further."

4
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. John Atkins.
(AP) — A defense
Raymer was indicted
lawyer's reference to a by a Christian County
polygraph test resulted grand jury last year on
in mistrial of the state's one count of sodomy and
case against a man ac- two counts of sexual
cused of sexually abus- abuse involving
ing two children at a children who were 2 and
day-care center 4.
operated by his wife.
In his opening stateChristian Circuit ment, defense lawyer
Judge Tom Soyars Ben Fletcher told the
halted the trial of jury Raymer had
Charles Ramer during cooperated_ tn the _ inopening arguments vestigation by Christian
Wednesday. After County police officer
meeting privately with Marvin Chewning.
lawyers for each side
"The evidence will
for about an hour, he show that as an indeclared a mistrial, at vestigative toot he
the request of Com- (Chewning) asked
monwealth's Attorney Charles Raymer if he

Highway 641 North
'753-6448
Murray, Ky.

would submit to a lie
detector (test). And he
said he would," Fletcher said before he was
stopped by an objection
from prosecutors.
Atkins said after the
proceeding that he
sought the mistrial
because appellate
courts in Kentucky have
any mention of
"lie detector" br
:'pqlygraph" as grounds
for reversing trial
verdicts.
Atkins said he didn't
want to take the chance
the jury in the Raymer
case would find the
defendant innocent,
thus blocking Atkins'

eitea

PUT YOUR'HOUSE ON OUR TOP SELLER LIST.

Loretta Jobs
Broker

B.J.

Amos

Jean

Judy

Marie

Mary Jane

Yu.:• ionle is the most important investment of your life. When it comes to selling it, why put it anywhere but the top? Trust
your precious investment to CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs. If you're thinking of buying or selling real estate, call us at 753-1492.

OUR NEIGHBORHOOD PROFESSIONALS " WILL SHOW YOUI
THESE PROPERTIES THIS WEEK.
-

CHARM PERSONIFIED Walk to University horn this
stately home on the boulesard - Just now on the
market

trig lit I

Spacious lakefront home. Owner will exchange for
house in or near town.

a i•rfr
irt -•

Under the terms of the
settlement. EDS will
sell the computer software program to Kentucky and provide 10
months of free service.
Any servic
needed
beyond that time will be
provided at reduced
rates.
Social Insurance
Commissioner Jack
Waddell said he has
been told the problems
with the computer program can be solved.
But the program will
only be used to determine the eligibility of
food stamp applicants.

"That's not something
- we see as important,"
he said.
Waddell said the
agreement will still
save the state about $1.6
million because it will
not have to spend many
more months to develop
its own program.
The state's own
Department for Information Systems will run
the computer hardware
and Waddell said he has
been assured the EDS
program will eventually
work.

Penny Pasquesi, a
Waddell said it is spokeswoman for EDS,
unlikely the state will acknowledged the
ever put computer ter- agreement, but refused
any further comment.
minals in ratn 41

Mistrial declared in child abuse case

$1,595
$2,695
$1,095
$1,095
$1,395
$2,500

CAINS
AMC JEEP

•

The agreement between the state and the
company must still be
approved by the U.S.
Department of
Agriculture, which will
pay 75 percent of the
cost.
- The Kentucky
Automated Certification
and Issuance SyMem,or
KACIS, was was

NO % INTEREST
ON THESE MODELS
75 Monte Carlo, red, sharp
77 Bonneville, 2 dr., loaded, sun roof
75 Datsun B-210, 4 dr
71 Chevy Pickup, automatic and air
78 Dodge Omni, 4 dr., red
79 T-Bird, white, red interior

computer program.
Human Resources
Secretary Al Austin said
during a news conference Wednesday that
the state is still getting a
good deal.
"We think this is a
very good buy for the
citizens of the commonwealth," Austin
said.

A New Direction — in living awaits you in this 2 story
contemporary home highlighted with 13 acres

1

bid for an appeal.
"I just couldn't take a
chance of secondguessing a jury," he
said.
Soyars said he was
convinced Fletcher
didn't set the stage for a
mistrial intentionally.
Fletcher said afterward that he had refer,

red to Chewning's
polygraph request in
pre-trial hearings and
referred to it again in
his opening argument as
a way to show that his
client had cooperated
with authorities.
A new trial will be
scheduled in April or
May.

_Helen King,funeral held
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)
— Funeral services for
Helen G. King, retired
director of alumni affairs at the University of
Kentucky, were held
today.
She died Tuesday at
age 80.
erved-&s-alumnl
23 years before
retiring in 1968. She was
UK's outstanding alum-

-Events...

na in 1955.
Miss King also served
as state editor for The
Lexington Herald and
was the first woman,to
sell display advertising
for the paper. She also
started the drive to
raise money for an
alawwi a•mise at UK
which was named the
Hele9 C. King Alumni
House.

(Cont'd from page 5)

Sunday, Feb.24
Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Cooper will be honored
on 40th anniyersary
with a reception from 2
to 4 p.m. in University
Branch of the Bank of
Murray. The family requests guests not bring
gifts.
————
The London
Savoyards will present
"An Evening with
Gilbert and Sullivan" at
3 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University. This is
sponsored by Murray
Ci-vic Music
Association.
————
Special Black History
Month Entertainment
will be presented at 7:30
p.m. in Curris Center
Theatre, Murray State
University.
————
Dale Stephens, senior,
will present a free bass
trombone recital at 2
p.m. in Farrell Recital

Sunday, Feb.24
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State
University.
————
Purchase Players will
present "The Glass
Menagerie" at 2 pm. at
Middle School,
Mayfield.
————
Bingo will be featured
at lodge of Murray
Eagles Aerie 40'71.
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
Information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
————
UMYF Chili luncheon
will be at noon at South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
————
Heart Sunday will be
conducted by volunteers
of local Heart Unit.
————

4
lb

Somebody Cared - Owner s prude shows in this freshly
redecorated two-story iocatsid in prestigious area of
Murray

You Wouldn't Pay Cash — Owner desires to finance -and will give possession on Delivery of Deed

Constant income for life Live in one

rent the other

UPPER BRACKET EnrIchod with fine details *were
possible kaury Gracious horns in which to entertain
or relax Lush. colorful landscaping

AWOL IA World Of Living, Come see this delightful
3 bedroom With Ionl dining that has all the cony*
nisoces that nuke living in a home fun!

Your home "free" when you use inco.ne from the other
side of this duplex to make your ravments

Do you want secluded deck among tress. private
master suite including large lowly room, and coun
try kitchen' CM us

Why Pay Rent' Collect It! Live in the "comfy" remodeled first flow while you collect rent from the efficiency
on the second floor

Two for one!(Zoned medium density business) Two
sold for one price just in the $20's

LQflDJ!V

•110011111111M
1%!

LORETTA JOBS REALTORS
Reduced 85.400 - Make proposal on this4 bedroom
split

1200 Sycamore, Murray
(502) 753-1492
I-800-4574465 EXT. 278
Indiana Coll I-800-872-6702 EXT. 278

Price and convenience we two reasons to buy a home!
This one is priced right and is convenient - just west
of PASO

AMERICA'S NUMBER 1
•

1914i trntun .21 Real E‘jaie 1-,,eporatton is tru,
lre fur the. NAF
1\1 Ir.airrn..rk,
,4•I Century 21 ur,ti
orpia.411,11
Printed in 1: S Pk - EACH OFFICE INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED.Etnial lintiNtrig Oppnrtunin 12)

•Large-copacity,
spoce-oge polypropylene washtub

'All-fabric
programming
•3 agitate/spin
speed options
on timer

'Shuts off
automatically at
end of cycle
•Regular, Automatic
Permanent Press
and Knits/Delicotes
cycles
*Wrinkle-preventing
cooldown
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DR.LAMB
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Lawrence E.
Lamb, M.D.

,
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Reasons for
ovary removal

fly
op

By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
. DEAR DR. LAMB — Three years
ago, at 51, I had a needless hysterectomy that solved nothing. Whatt did
lo was„take away my libido, Which
was very strong, and left me with no
interest in sex. I was a very orgasmic
woman before the operation and now
I feel castrated, very depressed and
in agony about my loss. None of these
effects were ever mentioned to me.
I also now have bladder and rectal
problems. The fibroid tumors I had
were no reason for having a hysterectomy; perfectly healthy ovaries were
removed. Why do doctors exploit
women like this and cause such heartache? Would men sully castration
so easily? I think not. I think of suicide very often. The loss of my sexual
feeling and arousal has changed my
life tremendously.
Your letter
DEAR READER
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eck the Classifieds Da ily.
Our Problem Is Your Big Break
New Spring Merchandise Arriving Daily
And We Still Have Too Much Fall Stuff Left

SAVE
MENS

LADIES

Rack of Sweaters & Shirts. . . .69.95
Racks Pants & Jeans
$8.95
Rack of Jackets & Vests. . . .$15.00

Big $10 Rack
Suits, Dresses, Skirts
60% Off
Lots More i/2 or Less

BOYS

2 Racks $10 & $15

Nurkinglgun Wag •Etb
414 Main

— TWO STORES —

1302 Chestnut

.
•/
1
4
kNid

•XIMMINOXIMPrellel
N11‘
111111111111111011N410112.

Open 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday
.
1407 West Main
_753-4682
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suggests that you need help. I suspect added information. Others who want
that you need hormone replacement this issue can send 75 cents with a
and are not taking estrogen. You long, stamped, self-addressed evemight have had the same reaction siope for it to me in care of this newswhen your ovaries stopped producing paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
with your expected meno- Station, New York, NY 10019.
pause. At 51, it could not have been
DEAR DR. LAMB — My husband
far off The doctor has to think about is in his 80s and has trouble with
the possibility that cancer of the drooling. He is active and his health is
ovaries may occur. If the ovaries will fairly good for his age He asked his
not provide any needed function doctor, but the doctor didn't say what
because of the menopause anyway, he causes it. Is there a cure for it? It is
must consider whether a woman very embarrassing for both my husshould be exposed to the risk of ovari- band and me. The drooling takes
an cancer.
place when he is concentrating on !
The removal of the uterus has no something and is preoccupied.
effect on libido, but female hormones
DEAR READER — Perhaps the
do. I do not know what you mean by two most common causes of drooling
bladder problems, but if you mean in a person your husband's age are
recurrent infections, these, too, occur poorly fitted dentures and weak muswhen a woman is low on estrogen due cles from a previous stroke or disease
to the natural menopause or surgery. that affect the nerves that control the
Your comment about suicide sug- muscles of the mouth. He should have
gests strongly that you need to see a a dentist check his dentures, if he
psychiatrist. Anyone; with such wears them.
thoughts needs professional help.
Sometimes an excess production of
Despite your hostility toward your saliva also contributes to the probdoctor, I must insist that you see him lem. In some cases, medicines can be
and ask about your hormone status. If used to decrease the saliva producyou are not getting estrogen, you may tion, but some of these have undesirbe on the road to bone loss and other able effects.
problems.
If the problem is strictly muscular
I cannot say whether you needed a control, some exercises to strengthen
hysterectomy or not. That depends the facial and jaw muscles may be of
upon what your basic problem was, some use. These consist of contractbut your letter strongly suggests that ing and relaxing the muscles around
you do need help now.
the mouth to develop their strength
I am sending you The Health Letter and a person's control over them.
14-12, Hysterectomy, Cystocele and
(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
Rectocele, which may give you some

COW.lan
1%1E•cxelli.c.bet.
SO

We Accept
Food Stamps
Prices Good Thru
02-27-85
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SUGAR
b Lb

9.9°‘

Limit 1
With $ 15.00 or More
IcZAililitional Purchase Excluding
Daly & Tobacco Products

(10.•

32 Oz $ 1 69

12 Oz $ 1 2

FRUIT COCKTAIL

790 BEEF STEW

. 17 Oz.

16 oz

PEACHES

790 KETCHUP

160z.

Flav-o-rich Light

11

1

)ri
th
?.(1

/
12 Gal 99°

MILK
Libby's Cut 16 Oz.

2/89°

GREEN BEANS
Scott Decorative

TOWELS

Jumbo Roll

79°

Contadina 15 Oz.

PEACHES

TISSUE

4 Roll Pkg.

16 Oz.

PINEAPPLE

Paramount Polish Kosher Dill 12 Oz.

GHERKINS

ROUND STEAK
$ 1 79

,rBQ
1

89°

DELI

79° TOMATO

$

g
I "

-

Lb

$289

99°

Lb
99

MEAT

BBQ RIBS

Li)

$289

/fns
Owe Best

$169

/
1
Owens Famous Pa
LIr

$429

Lb

$219

CHEESE

Lb

$239

$369
Lb

$

39

1111,t(le

COLE SLAW

ORIGINALS

$289
Lb

PRODUCE
Crisp Head

LETTUCE

59 & 69

Lb

ONIONS 4 Bunches for

$ 139

11

MUSHROOMS

99°0

3 Lb Bay Minneola

$ 1 49
Lb

3f
r
l

99° SAUSAGE ROLL

.
00."'"
:.-.'.•;-!.1_'_""!!!!'"1_81.
,
1 1111.181.1111•1111180111
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Swift Brown & Serve 12 Oz.
Pr

il

Green

CABBAGE

Le

$ 1 00

8 01

TANGERINES

Fields 1 Lb.
Fields 1 Lb.

LI

189

Green

U.S. Choice 12 Lb. Avg.
Cut & Wrapped Free

WIENERS

/ F111,0. /1trb,r14 ,to

CHICKEN
BREAST

Lb
Cut & Wrapped Free

Fresh

Owens Best Sliced Slab

RIB EYE

Grade A
Boneless

•iarYZIal

BACON.. .3-4 Lb. Pkg. Lb. $ 129

BBQ CHICKEN
BBQ PORK

TIP STEAK

$

Ow'

U.S. Choice Boneless Sirloin

Owens Best

Store

TIP ROAST

LOIN
50 Lb Avg

3 4 Lb Pkg

U.S. Choice Boneless Sirloin

BEEF

88

SAUCE - .4/$1

BEEF

GROUND
BEEF

ROUND STEAK

".44.

16 Oz. $

U S Choice
Whole

Fa in tly

Boneless

Save $1.49

41r1•74 :
0
‘•

16 Oz.

U S Choice

BUY 1 GET 1 FREE

•

690 COFFEE MATE.
Con tadina 8 Oz.

Kleenex Softique
750 Ct

15Y2 Oz.

MIXED FRUIT A,

$1 19

49°

SAUCE

Carnation

Del Monte Lite

Lb.

TISSUE

79° TOMATO

Del Monte Chunk Crushed-Sliced

Charmin Toilet

$ 129

$15

790 PEANUT BUTTER

Del Monte I/2 Or Slices

)r

32 Oz

Peter Pan 18 Oz.

$149 PEAR HALVES

th

240z. $ 1 4

Heinz Tomato

Del Monte
12 Pk

0>w

Kelly's

Del Monte Lite

Panchos

TORTILLA CHIPS

JA

IS 199 iv
CCG
;
411*••

& Deposit
2
9
With $ 15 00 or More
Additional Purchase Excluding
Dairy & Tobacco Products

Del Monte

Kraft

MIRACLE WHIP

MILK

t
PrPs11

1
Both With $30.00
Or More Additional
Purchase Excluding
Dairy & Tobacco Products

COCOA MIX

3T.

snostawasi 1

ES

t

Carnation Hot

at

Prairie Fartrls
Whole

PEPSI COLA,
DR. PEPPER,
MT. DEW, 7UP

$

RADISHES

41$ 1

41•11111,
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WASHINGTON'SramtcoN,s
BIRTHDAY
SALES-EVENT
Veg$488

SAVE 532

Escort GL

Tempo GL Luxury

Savings available on 2 and 4 door hatchback and 4 door wagon models
equipped with value option package.

Value option package savings on 2 and 4 door Luxury GL models. Savings
also available on GL and GLX models equipped with value option package.

$743
SAVE
SAVE 1463
Ranger Explorer"D"

F-Series Explorer"D"

Savings available on Ranger and
F-Series 4X2 and 4X4 Explorer "D''
models.

Savings available on Ranger and
F-Series 4X2 and 4X4 Explorer "D"
models.

AP.
NVI%

at/

Ford
new
84Motor
Must
8
take
Feb
85 Credit
or,
5th delivery
1985
and
gangers
fled
betweer)
March
retail
ooe
loafing
buyer aloer 31st
Ford
a
[
0.01•4
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Dealer ogr1ic-

PIN4Nclive

Value option package savings on Thunderbird Turbo Coupe. Savings
available on other Thunderbird models equipped with value option package.

$5993
JUST

)

rhru

Thunderbird Turbo

Ct'

EVENT ENDS
FEBRUARY 28TH!
SEE US TODAY!

Ranger"S"
Ranger "S" priced at only $5993.
Manufacturers suggested retail
price, excluding title, taxes and
destination charges.

FORD

PARKER FORD, INC.
41.•

•

MURRAY KY.
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Former banker, now in Kentucky
is sentenced for misuse of funds
PROVIDENCE, R.I.
(AP) — A former official of a Westerly bank
has been sentenced to 18
months in prison after
he admitted misusing
$10,000 in bank funds.
Thomas M. Hill, 30,

now of Mount Eden,
Ky., in Spencer County,
was sentenced Wednesday by U.S. District
Judge Bruce M. Selya.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Robert D.
Krause said the govern-

LEDGER & TIMES
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ment had evidence of
more than $100,000 in
fraudulent loans approved over a two-year
period at the former
Columbus National
Bank in Westerly.
Hill pleaded guilty to

one count in return for
the government's promise not to expand the
prosecution.
He faced a rna2cimum
sentence of five Veerslin
prison and a $5,000 fine.
Hill admitted arranging a $10,000 loan for a
Kentucky
businesswoman without
the woman's
knowledge. Krause said
Hill kept the money to
Emory University and purchase
a racehorse
involving information from the woman.
drawn from 80 studies,
Hill is the only person
tries to reconstruct the arrested in a major
innutrition of the vestigation of the lenPaleolithic period, ding practices of the
roughly 10,000 to 1.6 former Westerly
bank
million years ago.
and the Saving Bank of
HERE
LENT SEARCH -- Murray Nliddle School students who qualified for
"The diet of our New England branch
the ;Juke Talent
in Search regularly attend a class before school hours
from October through January. according to Nlary
remote ancestors may New London, Conn.
Jane Littleton, guidance counselor. The class prepared the students
for taking the Scholastic Aptitude
be a reference standard
Federal officials say Test. Those who scored 500
on the SAT-Math and 430 on the SAT-Verbal were in Red to participate
for modern human the Connecticut bank
in a
summer program for gifted students. at Duke I ni‘ersit . In photo, from
left, first row . Gene trrok. Don
nutrition and a model was defrauded of more
Easley, \Ii(ke% Hill, seemed row ,kathy krizan. Gab Lis
el. Clint Hutson. \la% lent. Chu. Chris Edfor defense against cer- than $1 million through
wards, Connie Chan, third row, Nlichelle Clayton, Scott Rose. Scott
tain 'diseases of civiliza- illegal loan schemes.
(.ortion, Allyson Sickel and kristi
Armstrong.
tion," they wrote.
It's the second recent
study to suggest that
Why Kill Yourself
Special: BBQ Plate
modern man might
learn something from
Cutting & Splitting Logs?
BBQ, French Fries,
his ancestors when it
Slaw,
Baked Beans & $299
You Can Rent A
comes to diet. Dr. Louis
Toasted
Bun, Reg. Drink
Tobian Jr. of the
Chainsaw & Log Splitter
University of MinSpecial
Good Feb. 22-28
at...
nesota, recently sugTry
Our
Delicious
Homemad
e Pies
'
gested that the potenPlace
Ain't
Fancy...Bu
t
Sho
Is Good Food
tially high potassium
content of the cave man
2
diet also might be worth
1...4
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045
copying.

Those cavemen knew how to eat
BOSTON (AP) — in the New England
Cave men who tracked Journal of Medicine,
down mammoths and estimates that Stone
gathered wild roots ate Age people ate three
a high-protein, low-fat times as much protein
diet rich in vitamins and as now but only half as
fiber and researchers much fat. They also took
say this Stone Age in twice as much fiber
cuisine might serve as a and calcium and four
model for the fast-food times as much vitamin
generation.
C.
The researchers
Eaton noted that
reasoned that modern
genetically, at least,
people are genetically
humans have remained
programmed to eat the
virtually unchanged for
kind of food that was
40,000 years. But the
available to their
things they eat are far
forebears, so they set
different.
out to learn the nutritional content of the Cro"While genetic evoluMagnon menu.
tion is extraordinarily
"I personally think slow, cultural evolution
this is a paradigm is extremely fast," he
(model) for an ideal said. "So our genes are
human diet," said Dr. S. now the genes of hunterBoyd Eaton. "You hear gatherers in conflict
people talk about a with the lifestyle and ennatural diet. To them, vironment of 20th cenit's what their grand- tury, industrialized
parents ate. Actually, a society."
natural diet is what our
The research, congenes are adapted for." ducted by Eaton and
The study, published Melvin Konner at

More schoolchildren come
from broken homes, poverty
-WASHINGTON (AP)
',he nation's school
population has changed
radically in the past 15
years, with large increases in the number of
children from broken
homes and those living
in poverty, an education
analyst reported today.
Emily Feistritzer,
director of the private
National Center for
Education Information,
released a demographic
report on America's 44
million elementary and
secondary school
students.
The report provides
compelling evidence of
the need to improve the
nation's schools, said
Ms. Feistritzer, a
former teacher educator who publishes
several Washington based newsletters.
"The difference between American

chilcfren-brioday, corn- pared with those of 1970
... is nothing less than
startling," said the
report, "Cheating Our
Children: Why We Need
School Reform."
The study cites a wide
range of statistics from
the U.S. Bureau of the
Census, the National
Center for Education
Statistics and other
sources. Among them:
• One in five children
now live in poverty; 23
percent of children
under age 6 are poor.
• One in five children
is being raised by a
mother with no father in
the home.
• The number of
households headed by
females with no husband present has doubled since 1970 and tripled
since 1960. One-third of
all households headed
by women are poor.

Ti's Bar-B-Q & Burgers

Commodore VIC 20/PET'
Atari 400 and 600'
Magnavox Odyssey'
Mattel Aquarius"'
Intellev-iSion"
Coleco Adam:
Columbia"
TI 99/4K
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Clean Up, America!

Throw Your Orphaned
Computer or TV Game
On the Junk Pile...

viewing factors.
But Cotton said Monday night the BBC will
now resume airing the
remaining episodes
March 27.
"It became clear that
they (the viewers)
strongly objected to
having to wait until the
autumn for the series to
return, so we decided to
give them what they
wanted," he said.

and We'll Give You '75 to '150 Credit Toward:

Last month, Thames
bought the "Dallas"
series from American
distributors Worldvision
in Los Angeles in a $1.5
million deal that infuriated BB( chiefs.
The episodes Thames
has bought don't pick up
the "Dallas" storyline
until the last of the remaining episodes that
the BBC has still to air.

'Cosby Show' tops Nielsen
list of top 10 programs
NEW YORK (AP) —
Here are the top 10 rated
televisions programs as
compiled by the A.C.
Nielsen Co. for the week
of Feb. 11-17.
Listings include the
week's ranking, with
season-to-date ranking
in parentheses, rating
for the week, and total
homes. An "X" in
parentheses denotes
one -time -only
presentation.
1. (3) "The .Cosby
'Show," NBC, 26.6, 22.6
million homes.
2. (1) "Dallas," CBS,
25.0, 212 million homes.
-3. (7)"'Family Ties,"
NBC, 24.5, 20.8 million
homes.

7/

1iI

BBC, stc;rined by protests,
to put Dallas' back on air
LONDON (AP) The
British Broadcasting
Corp., lamenting the
loss of the American
television series
"Dallas" to rival
Thames Television;
says it will restore the
popular show because of
strong protests by
viewers.
'We were taken
aback by the strength of
viewer reactiOn in taking off 'Dallas.' We
underestimated public
feelings about delaying
the transmission of this
American series," said
Bill Cotton, managing
director of BBC-TV.
•
On Feb. 6, the BBC
stopped screening the
remaining 13 episodes of
the popular series, saying the show would
resume in September
because of seasonal

Timex-Sinclair 1000'
Colecovision
SpectraVideo'
Franklin Ace'
Victor 9000'
Osborne'
Dragon
Eagle'

,

4. (4) "60 Minutes,"
CBS, 23.5, 20.0 million
homes.
5. (1) "Dynasty,"
ABC, 23.4, 19.9 million
homes.
6. (6) "Simon &
Simon," CBS, 22.8, 19.4
million homes.
• 7. (X) "Hollywood
Wives," Part 1, ABC,
22.0, 18.7 million homes.
8.(18)"Kate & Allie,"
CBS, 21.8, 18.5 million
homes.
9. (15) "Cheers,"
NBC, 21.3, 18.1 million
homes.
10.- (26) "Me Atlanta
Child Murders," Part 2
— "CBS Tuesday Night
Movie, 20.9, 17.7 million
homes.

64K Color Computer 2
Radio Shack wants to give .v our old
"orphaned" computer a new home—the
junk pile—and give you $75 or S150 credit
toward a popular Tomb or Radio Shack
personal computer.
Start

Again with Radio Shack

The list of orphans is a long one: Coleco
Adam, Atari 400 and 600, Mattel Aquarius, Commoaore VIC 20, Eagle, Franklin
Ace, Osborne, SpectraVideo, T1 99/4A,
Timex-Sinclair 1000 . . . and maybe another in tomorrow's paper.
But at gadio Shack, our"computers are
always part of the family. We think you
should be able to expect years of dependable service and support from your computer. So since 1977, we've carefully
designed and built computers that last, with
options to grow as you need.

Just Say "Charge It"

TR5-80' Model 4

Tandy* 1000 Computer

So Here's Our Offer
Now through February. 28, bring your
orphan (even an old TV game)—in an
condition—go your nearby Radio Shack
Computer Center, Radio Shack store of
participating dealer. We'll give ou a credit
toward the .64K Color. Computer 2
(26.312-') or T80 Mo,del 4 (26-1067,
26-1068 or 26-1(641. Or take your orphan
to-a Computer Center for credit toward our
riew Tandy 10(X)(25-1000).
An orplian :ompurer wit-ton( a disk drive will get you a S75 credit toward any of the
-computers. An orphan with a disk drive will
get you a $150 efedit toward a 64K Color
Computer with disk drive (26-3029), a
Model 4 or a Tanth. ItXX1.
t hat's all there 's to it. and with ()agile.
-financing . availabl
you 'could walk out
with your nev4 conistter today.

Saibenwiel'
CITIL IRE

RatheIhaek
The Technology Store
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION ,

Trade-in credits aodiy at Radio Shack Compute centers ana at
parhapating Radio Shack stores and dealers Ask our managers tor

,nforrnation on trading other brands co computers Color Combuter 2
--attaches-toyou*--teke.61041;101 included) Tandy 1000 monitor-nor- ncludec1 One trade-In Credit pet computer purchased Adam and
ColecovisroniTM Coleco Industnes imi is a regtstered trademark of
Intemahonai Busihess Machines Corp Atari/TM Alan Inc EagieeTM
Eau* Computer gaVin AcerTM Frialdon Computer Osborne/TM
Osborne CorributetectiaVideorTM SpectraVideo 1-1 99/4A;TM
rein Instruments Timex Sinclair/TM riffIrx-SinClau CO71060
171
rt.
VIC 20 and PtPTM Commodore International Maffei. Aquanus ano
Intellevision/Tht Mattel Corp Victor 9000/TM Victor Business Prod
ucts 'Magnavox Oavssey,IM Magnavox ColumbiaTM Columbia
Data Products Dragon-TM Dragon LII
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UK still tied for SEC lead
after road win at Florida

Marshall Co.
Thursday 6 30 pm

Murrav
Championship
Saturday. 6.30 p m.

Calloyy ay Co.
Frida

44 344 p

Mavfieltl

(K-Florida
Bo% Score

Marshall Co.
Thursday.• p rr,

May field
Championship
Saturday. 14 p rn

Murrav
Friday •p

In

Calico% ay, (;o.
Admission - 14, $3. $2
All games played at Mayfield High
School

Feb. 28, March 1-2

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (AP) - A Western
Kentucky University
faculty senate report
that suggested
downgrading the football team painted an inaccurate picture of funding for athletic programs, university presi-

Whirlpool Model ED22110A NO-Frost Refrigerator
•22 1 Cu It Capacity•Tnru-the-door Ice and Wider
Dispenser•Jet-Cold Temperature Controlled Meat
Pari•Humidity Controlled Vegetable Crisper•Tex'
lured Steel Doors•Tempered Gla53--5nelves

dent Donald Zacharias
says.
But senate leaders
have criticized the
athletic budget, saying
money spent for those
programs has a bearing
on academics.
Zacharias said
Wednesday that the

Whirlpool MOON ET14
NO-Frost Refrigerator
•14 1 Cu It Capacity•Textured Steel Doors•Prow ISiOn fOr optional ICEMAGIC- Automatic ice Maker•
Adjustable Full-width Shelves• Full-wroth Freezer
Shell• ReverSible Door Swing • Adjustable Meal
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SALE $399
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Hurry Limited Quantities

RIEEI 2 Month

DRYER
REG. $371
SALE $299
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MAYFIELD, Ky. - Coaches of the Fourth
District boys and girls high school basketball
teams met in Mayfield Wednesday night and
established pairings for the post-season tournament which begins a week from tonight at
Mayfield High School.
The tournament will run three nights, Thursday through Saturday, with two games played
each night. The first contest each night will be
between girls teams beginning at 6:30 p.m. with
boys games immediately afterwards. •"
Opening the tournament Thursday night will
be the No.1 girls team in the state, Marshall
County, playing Murray High. The Marshall
County boys, ranked No.8 in the state, will play
host Mayfield in the second game at approximately 8 p.m.
Friday's matchups have the Calloway County
girls playing Mayfield at 6:30 p.m. and the Murray High boys will play Calloway County in the
nightcap.
Both Fourth District championship games will
be played on Saturday with the two finalists in
each division advancing to the First Region tournament scheduled at Murray State's Racer
Arena. The girls regional tourney will be March
4-5 and 8-9; the boys play on March 6-7 and 11-12.
Admission to the district tournament will be $4
for chair seats, $3 for adult general admission
and $2 for students. Doors will open at 5:45 p.m.
each night.
Tickets for the tourney are expected to go on
sale at all four high schools on Monday.
In,other business conducted at the meeting
Wednesday. the district coaches voted 3-1 tci not
allow pep bands to be admitted to the tournament. The motion was brought up by Marshall
County High.
In the only other decision of the night, Murray
High won the home team status in its boys game
with Calloway County. Both teams tied 3-3 in
district games and a coin toss was used to determine who would be the home team in the
playoffs. •

WKU president cites inaccuracies in athletic report

With Any Whirlpool Appliance Over $199

WASHER

Fourth
District
Playoffs

Boys Tournament

11VEINBENTON SAVE IN BEN"N SAVEIN BENTON SAVE IN NE

Chest Fretiner•15 ?
Whirlpool MONO E14150C
Cu tt Storage Capacity•Slide and Store Basket•
BONDAF1Vin2--steer Witerior Line, • AlUilifin
Temperature Control • Delrosi Ora.,• Key eiect
T-•
Lock •Rower Cord Lock

Fourth District coaches
estaLlish team pairings
for basketball playoffs

Girls Tournament

By ED SHEARER
2. Before the Wildcats beat us at home (67-55
visit in what could be a on Jan. 191."
AP Sports Writer
Freshman John
Tradition-rich Ken- championship
tucky still-has two other showdown in Baton Williams had 19 points
championahip con - Rouge, LSU, which has and nine rebounds to
,tenders to face, but the struggled on the road. lead LSU, 16-8, past
Wildcats have claimed must visit Florida and Vandy, 10-14 and 3-12.
an important road con- Auburn. Besides the Brett Burrow had 21
quest in a bid for their Auburn and Kentucky points for the Com36th Southeastern Con- games, Georgia also has modores, but leading
ference basketball a road trip to Tennessee scorer Phil Cox was
and only one more home held to only six points.
crown.
This put us in a good game, against Ole Miss
"I thought our defense
position," Wildcat ace next Wednesday night.
was absolutely superb,"
Kenny Walker said
LSU Coach Dale Brown
Wednesday night after
said. "We came up with
Kentucky downed
the crucial plays when
we needed them."
Florida 76-68 to retain a
"I think we have the
share -of the conference
momentum to take the
KENTUCKY(76)- Bennett 6-120-2
lead with only three
12. Nalker 713 3-3 17 Bearup 4-10
games remaining. SEC title," Williams
1-2 8 Andrews 1-1 0-0 2. Davender
'I'd much rather 5-i1 7-9 17 Harden 1-3 5-6 7. said.
have a team like last McKinley 6-7 0-0 12 Totals 30-57
Jerry Reynolds added
16-22 76
18 points and Nikita
year when we were supFLORIDA (68) - .1 Lawrence 0-2
posed to win." Coach 0-00. Leath 5-11 0-1 10. McDowell 5-7 Wilson 17 for the
3-5 13. !Nolen 8-18 3-4 IS, Maxwell
Joe B. HallSaid. "Every 8-19 0-0 16. Sheldon: 1-1 0-0 2, Leon Bengals.
0-0
0-00, Montgomery 1-4 0.02. McOle Miss, winning for
night is a struggle ... We
Clary 0-0 0-0 0. P Lawrence 3-4 0-0
the fourth time in five
have to scratch out 6 Totals 31-66 6-10 613
games, dealt a crucial
another' way to win."
Halftime - Kentucky 32. Florida
blow to Mississippi
Louisiana State, the 25 Fouled out - Moten Rebounds
- Kentucky 29 Bearup 9. Florida
preseason favorite. re: _ 41_1 McDowell 111 Assists - Ken, State's championship
tucky 20 4 Harden 91. Florida 15. hopes.
maiii0e
.d lodged _ in.
InOrente -NC TOWrSfOteh
fifst-place deadlock fouls - Kentucky 14. Florida 211 A
"We didn't overlook
them," State Coach Bob
with the Wildcats at 10-5 - 10 KM
Boyd said in answer to a
when the Tigers downed
Kentucky, 15-9, rolled question. "This loss cerVanderbilt 64-55, and
18th-ranked Georgia to a -32-25 halftime lead tainly didn't do us any
will attempt to-maketta at Florida even though good in the SEC race!'
three-way tie tonight Walker failed to score.
Joe Ayers led Ole
when the Bulldogs visit Walker, who shared the Miss, 11-12 and 5-10,
conference lead at. 23.1 with 17 points and ColAuburn:
Mississippi State fell points per game with eman and Curtis Ritone game off the pace. Auburn's Chuck Person chwood each had 12.
dropping a 53-50 deci- at
.the beginning •of the Ken Harvey had 11 for
sion at Mississippi when week, poured in 17 State, 13-11 and 9-6.
----To`e- Caen-calf 1501.ritr"-111-111117 secorld
'Coach Cie HUM called
"f-tTsTiWitri
sank four free throws in half. Ed Davender also it "a great, great win for
the final 19 seconds.,In had 17 for the Cats and Ole Miss basketball.
the only other Wednes- Andrew Moten had 19 Our players worked
day night" game. for Florida, 16-8 and 8-7. ,hard and hIsve battled
"I think they're see- back all year long." 'Alabama handed TenBuck Johnson had 27
nessee •its.tixth loss in a ing what's possible for
row. 80-59rt
them," Hall said of Ken- points and 11 rebounds,
Kentucky returns tucky's bid for a fourth as Alabama lifted its
home to,face Georgia in conference crown in a record to 16-8 and 8-7.
a televised game Sun-. row and the ninth in his Johnson hit eight of nine
day. entertains Ten- 13 years at the helm. field goal attempts and
nessee on Feb. 28 and -This was probably one 11 of 12 free throws. Rob
closes the regular of the toughest games Jones led the Vols, 15-12
season at LSU on March we faced because they and 6-9, with 16 points.
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Board of Regents wlil
stand by its policy of
maintaining the football
program in Division IAA rather than drop to
Division III. A senate
report released last
week recommended
that the university study
such a step.
The faculty group
should focus on trying to
Improve the quality of
academics at Western,
Zacharias said Wednesday, adding, "That's
what our main business
is."
HOwever, senate
Chairman Thomas
Coohill said, "The
senate can concern
itself with any matter or
concern."
The senate is concerned about budget cuts
and the athletic program, Coohill said. Its
report did not advocate
the elimination of
Western's football program, but recommended cutting costs, Coohill
said.
"It's a big expense,"
he said. "This affects

the whole university."
Western faculty
received a 2 percent pay
increase while the foothall program received
much more, Coohill
said.
•
Zacharias said figures
released in the faculty
report sensationalized
the amount spent, and
that the athletic deficit
at Western has declined
as a percentage of the
university's budget.
The athletic program
deficit is $1.14 million,
1.36 percent of this
year's total budget of
$65.2 million. That is a
drop from 1.69 percent
in 1979-80, he said.
"What the Senate
basically overlooked is
that the university's
budget is increasing,"
not- just the athletic
department budget,
Zacharias said.
One item the senate
didn't consider was the
women's athletic
budget, which has increased 200 percent
since 1979, Zacharias
said. Benefits from that

PRE-OWNED LOCAL CARS
1984 Oldsmobile Toronado, Loaded, one
owner, local, 6,200 actual miles. Clean as new.
1984 Chevrolet Camaro Convertible, Loaded,
one owner, local, 2,148 actual miles. One of a
kind.
1983 Ford Pickup, One owner, local, sharp.
1983 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, Loaded, one
owner, local, low mileage. dLean as a new
broom.
1982 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, One owner,
local, sharp.
1982 Mazda RX7, Local, Slick as a hound's
tooth, sun roof & all the extras.
1982 Oldsmobile Regency, _4 door, loaded,
'local, one owner, sharp.
1982 Buick Park Avenue:4 door, loaded, one
owner, sharp.
1981 Oldsmobile 98 Regency,4 door, local, one
owner, low mileage, sharp.
1981 Cfievrolet Citation, One owner, local,
25.819 miles, sharp
1980 Buick Skylark, 4 door, one owner, local,
sharp.
•
1980 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, Local, one
owner. low mileage.
1980 Pontiac Gran Prix, Loaded, sharp, local.
1979 Ford LTD,'4 door, local, one owner, nice.
1979 Triumph Convertible, 4,400 miles. sharp.
1979 Pontiac 'Firebird, Local, sharp.
1978 t'alarie Station Wagon, Sharp.
1976 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 2 door, local, one
owner.
We also have several '84 Brass Hat Cars going at Bargain Prices.
With our low finance rates and different pay
plans you may be surprised how reasonable you
can own one of our pre-owned cars.
See us for your Best Deal on local trade-Ina.

PURDOM
Li II
MOTORS INC.

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture Inc.
1409 S. Main, Benton, Ky. 527-3889
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Increase are showing Up
in women's programs,
he said.
Talk of considering a
drop to Division III in
football could damage
the program, Zacharias
said. He added the
school's board of
regents' policy is to remain at the I-AA level.
Western reviews its
athletic program annually and tries to keep
the deficit as low as
possible, Zacharias
said, adding, "I don't
know of a Division I-AA
program in the country
that's making money."

Briefly
LA QLTINTA, Calif.
(AP) - Jimmy Connors, the top seed playing his first match of
the tournament, struggled to a 6-2, 6-7,6-3 victory over qualifier
Slobodan Zivojinovic in
the $375,000 Pilot Pen
Classic.
Connors, 32, is the only big name left in the
tournament after some
early withdrawals and
-a rash of upsets in the
opening three days.
Connors became
more aggressive by
rushing the net after
losing, the second-set
tiebreaker to beat Zivojinovic, unseeded in the
tournament and ranked
111th in the world.
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Kelly, Carroll earn Tri-Star hoop awards
Two local youth earned high honors in the recent two-state Optimist
Club Tri-Star Basketball district
competition.
Benji Kelly and Jason
Carroll, both from Murray, placed first and second, respectively, in
their age groups in the
competition for youth of
all ages in basketball
passing, dribbling and
shooting skills.
The recent district
competition, held last
Saturday in Bowling
Green, Ky., was for top
contestants from Kentucky and West
Virginia.
The district level is
the highest Tri-Star
competition offered.
Kelly won the 12-yearold boys competition in
the two-state district
and Carroll placed second among 9-year-old
boys.
Both had previously
won local and zone competitions to advance to
the district finals.
In all, five local
athletes advanced to the
district competition
from the zone level, held
in Cadiz, Ky. last
month.
The other three included Krista Stalls,
10-year-old girls, Susan
Lax, 12-year-old girls,
and Allen Rayburn,
11-year-old boys. All
five were sponsored by
the Murray Optimist
Club.
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College Basketball Results
College Basketbell SC0ree
Wednesday's Games

Florida Southern 96 Florida
Tech 72
George Mason Z7. Towson 8463
James Madison 75
N C -Wilmington 50
Kentucky 76. Florida 66
Louisiana St 64. Vanderbilt 56
Louisville 83. Florida St 72
Memphis St 60, Tulane 49
Mississippi 53. Mississippi St 50
N Carolina 69, Wake Forest 39
N Carolina AST 85. Appalachian
St 59
N C State-70. Duke 66
Old Dominion 72 William k Mary
58
Virginia 69. Clemson 66
MIDWEST
Bowling Green 72. E Michigan 68

EAST
Bur:knell 67, Drexel 67
Connecticut 71. Syracuse 49
Hofstra 93, Delaware 62
Iona 84, Manhattan 70
Marist 82, Wagner 58
Northeastern 88. Vermont 62
Notre Dame 66, Fordham 64
Rider 59. Lafayette 52
Siena 66. Carilalus 57
St John's, N Y 71, Boston Coll
69
Utica 53. FairleIgh Dickinson 52
SOUTH
Alabama 80. Tennessee 50
Alcorn St 85, S Carolina St 83
Florida A&M 86, Tennessee St. 77

DePaul 77, Indiana St Si
Kansas 75, Kansas St. 64
Marquette Mt. Xavier. Ohio 80
Miami Ohio, 72. Kent St 116
S Illinois 83, Creighton 70
W Michigan 86. Ball St 77
Wisconsin 54. Iowa 53
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 73. Houston 59
Oklahoma 110, Colorado 80
Rice112. Tarieton St 44
Texas 53. Texas AkIl 51
Texas Christian 72. So Methodist
64
Texas-San Antonio 74 Prairie
View Aklf 69
Texas Tech 83, Baylor 71
FAR WEST
Cal Irvine75, Long Beach St 67

National Basketball .4ssociation
National Basketball Aseociabon
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlanbc Division
W I.
Pct.
Boston
44 12
786
Philadelphia
43 12
782
Washington
29 77
518
New Jersey
27 28
491
New York
18 3'7
327
Central Division
Milwaukee
32 17
696
Detroit
32 23
582
Chitago
25 28
472
Atlanta
34 31
436
Cleveland
19 36
345
17 38
309
ind4ana
WESTERN CONFERENCE
kbdviest Division
Denver
35 20
696
Houston
32 22
593
Dallas
30 25
545
San Antonio
27 28
401
Utah
26 29
473
Kansas City
18 36
333
Pacific Division
L.A. Laker.
39 16
700
Phoenix
27 29
482

Benji Kelly (left) and Jason Carroll pose with their local, zone and district trophies won
in the Optimist Club Tri-Star Basketball competition.

Baseball spring training begins; Detroit aims for repeat
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Sparky Anderson
traditionally operates
one of the toughest spring training camps in
baseball. It will be made
even tougher this year
by one fact: The Detroit
Tigers are defending
their World Series title.
Not since the 1978 New
York Yankees completed a three-year run
as American League
champions has a team
won successive AL
pennants.
That precedent has
not daunted Anderson,

THUKSDAV. FERRI ARV 21, 1985

who has Said, "We'll go
to spring training with
the idea of repeating."
The Tigers, along with
the Minnesota Twins,
were the first teams to
officially open camp
Wednesday to pitchers,
catchers, rookies,
players recovering from
injuries and any others
who volunteer for a little
early work. The Tigers
train at Lakeland, Fla.,
the Twins at Orlando.
Most of the regulars
and veterans are due in
camp by the end of
February or the first
few days of March.

Eighteen clubs train
In Florida, and the other
eight are in Arizona.
The Houston Astros are
the only club with a new
spring training site this
year, having moved to
Kissimmee, Fla., from
Cocoa.
All clubs will have
opened their spring sites
by next Thursday, Feb.
28, when the Oakland
A's begin workouts at
Phoenix, Ariz.
Three NL teams Houston, Los Angeles
and New York - open
camp on Thursday. The
Cincinnati Reds, Atlan-

ta Braves, Baltimore
Orioles, Boston Red
Sox, Chicago White Sox
and New York Yankees
open their facilities
Friday.
Pete Rose of Cincinnati is one of six
managers going to spring training for the first
time. And, in his dual
role as a player, he
faces two challenges
this season.
The first is to turn
around a team that
finished in fifth place in
the National League
West last season, 22
games behind San

20-5070
OFF
STOREWIDE

The first spring training games are on March
8, and they continue
through April- 7. The
regular season opens on
Monday, April 8.

25 30
23 32
2334
12 43
Wednesday's Games
Utah 110. New Jersey 104. OT
Philadelphia 137, Golden State 118
Milwaukee 113, Detroit 112
Cleveland 102. Indiana 92
Dallas 104. Portland 98
Washington 106. San Antonio 104
Houston 126, Phoenix 122
Denver 132. Boston 129
Seattle 118. L A Clippers 105
• Thursday's Game
L. A Lakers at Kansas City
Fridays Games
Chicago vs Boston at Hartford Coon
Golden State at New Jersey
New York at Atlanta
L A takers at Indiana
Detroit at Philadelphia
Utah at Cleveland
Washington at Dallas
Portland at Houston
San Antonio at Phoenix
Denver at Seattle

GB

15
164
254
64
124
144
194
214

24
5
8
9,
164
124

456 14
418 16
393 174
218 27

-

Kentucky High School Basketball
Kentucky Prep Basketball
Wednesday's Games
Boys
Belfry 57, Virgle 54
Betsy Layne IS. Elkhorn City 56
Eluckhorn 75. Cordla 58
Cannelton I Ind
62. Cloverport
39
Ft Knox 78. LaRue Co 57
Gallatin Co 68, Eminence 59
Lax Sayre 50. Richmond Model
48

I

Les Tates Creek 99. EUcturiond
Madloon'77
Lou Atherton 93. Lou Waggener
71

Scott Co .13.3 Oldham Co 49
Somerset 66. Rummell Co 61
Girls
Greenup Co 64, Fairview 47
Harlan 58. Knox Central 50
Lou. Iroquois 60, Sacred Heart 59
Mason Co, 63. Bath Co 38
Rowan Co Or Menlfee Co 28
Shelby Co 64, Lou Assumption 52
Spencer Co 67 N BullItt 60
Whilesburg 96 Morear Co 40

Lou Trtnity 56, Lou Ballard 53
McCreary Central 70. Corbin 58
Owensboro Apollo 80. Ohio Co 70
Pikeville 73. Fleming-Neon 541
Prestonsburg SI Magoffin Co 50
Rockcastle Co 64. Lynn Camp 57
Russell 60. Rowan Co 58 OT

•
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PICK UP A BUYER'S CHAI LENGE GUIDE AT YOUR
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SALE ENDS SATURDAY

All Athletic Shoes
All Warm-Ups
All Running Shorts & Tops
All Tennis Shorts
All Tennis Shirts
All Racket-Ball Rackets
All Leotards & Tights
All Running Suits
All Swimwear
All Tennis Rackets
All Sweat Clothes

Diego. The second is to
break the record for
career hits of 4,191 by
Ty Cobb. He is 95 hits
away.

4

Portland
Seattle
LA Clippers
Golden State

a
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50%
50%
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40%
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20%
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Compare Renault
and Jeep vehicles
to the competition.

Also compare
financing rates:
8.5% L
in '85
on Renault Alliance
and Encore
It's America's lowest
factory financing!
Compare Renault Alliance with
Toyota Corolla and Plymouth
Horizon.
MB

on
on

Ill

on

on

on

t

on

F

Off

11,, I
I,

Compare Renault Encore
with Ford Escort and
Toyota Tercel.

on

Jeep CJ. There's no
comparison.

on

t

Compare Jeep Cherokee v‘ith
Bronco II and 5-10 Blazer.

All Merchandise In The Store Is At Least

ALSO SEE THE GUIDE IN:
\i it slti
• %l It • A. itt )R11) RI

*NEW FROM RENAULT

20% Off

8
N*ItS

•11)RIN Iii CIR411 I)
-0,1) & ()\ sl 111 R '7101(

IN135
S

1111.111.111i.l

11.01.' (It'll

.111

4ment

R.11.11111 A111.111..; III

2Sth
!monpail It. 111.41111g Licolii•

hi I Chl 11,11

.itql 1411 qt...1.144..1111.‘

.46

TAKE THE RENAULT Jeep BUYER'S CHALLENGEi

Cains AMC-Jeep Renault
Hwy. 641 N.
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753-6448

Murray. Ky.
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Medical suits CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
may cost public, Legal
2 .Notice
Legal
over $1 million
ORDINANCE #810.4

SEARS
MOST ITEW AT REDUCED PRICES

•FE65-31

'
Extra-capacity 2-temp.
Kenmore dryer

$60.00 OFF

$

27999

FE88651
1.4 Cu. ft. microwave with

36999

SAVE- $1300

Kenmore extra-capacity 2-speed washer
$
Et§rit-4cle washer With exclusive DualAction Agitator' provides our most effect:'.
washing action 3 temperature combinations
and 3 water levels for different size loads.

solid-state controls
SAVE $100.00 $

DIAGONAL
19-IN

WWWW7
77
-

26999

whle

MEASURE PICTURE

spECIAL PURC"ASE.

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Recent
judgments involving a
physician at the Federal
Correctional Institution
could cost taxpayers
more than $1 million.
Dr. Paul Pichardo, on
the staff since 1979, was
gued by two inmates.
On Jan. 15, Daniel
Ranieri,-) 5 8 , of
Longwood, Fla., won a
judgment of $2,300 a
month for life, as well as
$40,000 in legal fees. He
began going blind while
at the prison In 1080 and
experts testified he has
a life expectancy of 19
more years. That would
mean the government
would pay almost
$525,000.
A federal judge
dismissed Pichardo
from the suit because of
insufficient evidence
that Pichardo showed
"deliberate indifference." The judgment
was levied against the
government.
In the other case, Jose
Serra, 53, of Miami, won
a $640,000 judgment
after he lost his only remaining leg while imprisoned in 1983. The
award included $15,000
in punitive
,
. damages
against Pichardo.
Pichardo declined to
comment on either case.
Warden Robert Matthews also declined to
comment on the cases,
but said he is reviewing
the practices of the
prison's six doctors.

An Ordinance amending Ordinance #610.3.
Relating to operating charges of the Hazel_
Natural Gas System.
Section I.
Be it ordained by the City of Hazel, Ordinance #610.3 hereby amended to read as4
follows. Rate Decrease for 1st 500 Cu. ft
All over 500 cu. ft. per 1000 Cu. ft.

Section II.
This Ordinance shall become effective
February 20, 1985 billing.
By order of Board of Trustees in called session February 14, 1985 adopted the 15th of
February, 1985.
Billy H. Hudson
Mayor, City of Hazel

2 .Notice

14 day, 4 program
VHS/VCR with remote

SAVE

$33999

.$130.00
•

$35999

NOW ONLy

•A Special Purchase, though not reduced, is in exceptional value

(
.2?

753-2320

Association

BASEBALL cards for
sale on Sat. Feb. 23 at
Murray Flea Market on
641 N. 9a.m.4p.m. New
talking baseball card on
display and for sale.
Ceramics,
Open Mon.-Sat. Classes
2p.m.-10p.m. Tues. &
Thurs. 474-2708.

nITRADot

By GARY {ARSON

Cable-compatible remote
control color TV

„,..,,..•••-•:•'-'''''

SAVE $120.00 $
369

,,ces are catmog onces no* axariable 0 our FE sale catamg • Manx Kenmore models a,raoable ,r colors at extra charge • krr -rm 3 r
connectors not,
,chided aoce snow,• ShIpping ,nstallabon extra • Ask about Sears credIplaps

Most merchandise available
for pick-up within a few days

Bel Air
Center
Murray

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back
Sears. Roebuck and Co., 1985
ideat
0
/14A
2*)Inffii

Located inside
John's
Saving Center
Open:
3-7 PM, Mon.-Fri.
1-5 PM Sat. '

• Americo' ood

Each of these advertised items is readily available for sale as advertised.

Phone
753-2310

SOFTWARE
SOLUTIONS
Quality software
at discount prices
for your Apple,
C-64 or IBM PC.

0)

THE FAR SIDE -a.Built-in 24-inch

2 .Notice

allir
ee
tbrb
orn't
ea
hiD

FE53321

Kenmore dishwasher

$6.50
$6.70

SEARS

CREDIT available,
easy monthly
payments. Master
Muffler & Brake 631 S.
4th, contact John
Hoskins.
GLASS work, a complete line of glass repair
& replacement work for
the car, home and
business. Install auto
glass, fix storm windows, storm doors,
wood and metal sash
windows: Mirrors and
-- --glass- ta
-lakesol
i owk
door glass `aria' glass for
fireplaces replaced.
Store front glass, stor
front metal doors and
closers replaced., Door
weather strips and
some home improve•
ment work. Plus store
fixture work, .glass
shelves, display cases,
stands, racks and decor
mirrors made to
specification. M&G
Complete Glass Co.,
Dixieland Center. Ph.
753-0180.
SEE Domino's Pizzas
valuable coupon in the
yellow pages of the
Murray Calloway
County phone book.
STYROFOAM ceiling
tile- 12"x12"- three
styles- $.22 ea. MidSouth Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 6422552.

... SOME TYPES ,
OF HAIR OUST DONT
BLOW -DRY
VERY WELL

"Well, I've got your final grades ready, although
I'm afraid not everyone here will be moving up."

WE TAKE
THE CAKE
Balloon Bouquets, Fruit
Baskets, Gorilla-Grams,
Rent-a-Clown, Cakes,
Catering, Free Delivery.
753-9280

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
MAYBE IT'S BECAUSE
MICE CARRIED THE
BLACK PLAGUE IN 048

ACROSS
1 -Restricted
6 Tossed
-11 Automobile's
.; horrid12 Lodger
14 Paradise
15 Separate
17 Diphthong
18 Cloth measure
19 Once more
20 Piece out
21 Compass point
22 Gymnastic feat
23 Winter vehicle
24 Landed
properties
26 Bridges
27 Word of sorrow
28 Close
29 Bread maker
31 Leanest

I DON'T KNOW
WHAT YOU'RE
TALKING ABOUT

I WANT
TO GO TO
OF
SCHOOL

MIND TAKING
A LITTLE
TEST?

ILL CUT
'Em IN
riALF

NOT AT
ALL

I WANTED 6 MEATBALLS!
NOT 6 BEMICiRCLE 51

14C0WMAWY
SLICES?

34 Poems
35 Brief
36 Chaldean city
37 Paid notices
38 Evade an
obligation
39 Baker's product
40 Compass point
41 Shift
42 Temporary beds
43 Marine snail
45 Runs away to be
married
47 Narrow, flat
boards
48 Portions of
medicine
DOWN
1 Dippers
2 City in Russia
3 Container
4 Symbol to silver

Answer to Previous Puzzle
000 00000 000
000 00000 MO0
000000 MU01300
000E0 000
0000 000 0000
00000 000 000
00 000 DOU Up
OOM 000 00000
0000 000 0000
10100 00000
61000M0 000000
000 00000 GOO
000 M0000 0111
5 Alliances
6 Characteristic
-7 Musical
Instrument
8 Decay

EMMEN WENN 10
IIIMMEMM MENNEN
NM= NMI= UM
MEM MEM= MEM
ME MIME ME=
MMEMEMM MEM
ME= ME=
MEM= =MIME
ME= MEM= ME
MEM MEM= MEM
NM MEM MEM
MEM= MUMMEM
MEM= MEM=

9 Printer's
measure
10 Enfeeble
11 Web-footed
birds
13 Loom devices
16 Shallow vessels
19 Essence
20 Raise the
spirit of
22 Transactions
23 Gush out
25 Seizes
26 Voracious fish
28 Frolicked
29 Brag
30 Snakes
31 Part of leg
32 Retinues
33 Lock of hair
35 Keeps clear of
38 Discharged a
gun
39 Need of
Catholic
Church
41 Music: as
written
42 Race of-lettuce
44 Negative prefix
48 B6ho4d1

9. S

Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry MI be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

POS.
stay
in ho
SEM
baby
my
All)
hayi
mact
thes
Barb

Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick

wro

ITV]
Call

6. Help Wanted

10. E

DIABETIC lady would
like mature woman as
live in companion;
cooking & light
housework involved.
Call before 6p.m. 7534139.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
ROME work opportunity in Multi-level
Marketing. Unlimited
earnings. No selling.
For details mail a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Box
142 Durand, MI 48429,
RENBAR Inn Resort &
Club, needs professional, commissioned salespeople
to sell club istemberships, prospects furnished: Excellent
working conditions.
Must be energetic, enthusiastic & clean cut.
Call Larry Suiter 9-5
daily, 502-362-8652.

late
deal
Robe

13. F

Z17

000.
fronl
englr
tran
overd
bumi
steed
rear
$40,
spok
radial
5-lug
1977 1
rear
Chev,
rear
Chev,
rear
Jeep
nus •
Jeep
parth.
doors
$225.
bias-1
1970
rear
after
GEOI
Son. '
sell
applis
For s
refrig
washe
bunk
beds,
dinetti
-Chair
coucl
bookc
and di
;
1
1 1R4

Sales men or
women, local opfull
portunity,
time, no travel. No
door to door, high
earnings.
Experience helpful
but will train right
people. No phone
interviews. Call
502-354-6377
ask for Mr. Baxter,

& cag
car. C

TZENLAKE State Resort Park is currently
putting together a file of
local entertainers. If
you sing, dance, call
square aances, perform:it
magic, tend bar, teach
fishing techniques or
have almost any unique
talent and would like to
be considered for part
time employment mail
your resume (no phone
calls please) to Joe
West, recreation director, Kenlake State Resort Park, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Ky. 42048.
LIJMBER-mill work.
Counter sales position
open at Treas Building
Center, Benton. Ky.
Must have at least 1
year experience in retail sales of lumber &
mW work. Call 527-1461
or 759-4026 ask for
Steve.
SALES management
trainee. If you are a
hard worker with a
successful work or self
employment history in
sales/sales management, we have a career
opportunity for you. Be
a part of a successful
sales team, if you have
the quallfictions. • Excellent benefit program
•Sales and management classroom & on
job training • Promotion & pay increases
based on merits •
Excellent earnings opportunity • Excellent
advancement opportunity. Send resume to •
Marion Pepsi Cola Bottling Co. P.O. Box 129,
Marion, Ill. 6 2959
Attention: Paris.

I 4.

50-311
tank,
servic,
436-584

Need
electr
frigera
conciit1
15. A

grn

7 8''
501b.Wholes
East
Paris;
VCR's,
quanit)
492-8341

Ti

Office Manager/
Dispatcher
W. Tenn. Contractor
needs individual to
manage all phases of
construction office to include radio, telephones.
and paper work preparation for computer imput
Personal computer experience helpful. 50-60
hrs./wk. Min. 5 yrs. exSalary
perience.
negotiable. Send detailed resume to P.O. Box
1040-R.

NI
Elkh
$101
Ask4
Lea(
Chil
759.

9. Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED
driver wants run up to
500 mile radius of
Murray. 30 years experience on tractor.
trailers. Call 489-2344.
FEMALE companion
needed for recovering
stroke victim Mon. thru
Fri. 7:00 to 3:00. Must
be able to drive. References required.
Phone 753-3039.
HAULING of all kinds,
clean attics, basements
& garages. Haul garbage in county. Free
estimates. .Call after
5:sop.m. 437-4568.

for a
cand
scho
of 2
expe
and i
dust
profs

W4

and 1
divid
corn;
fiden

rrn

WHY, MAY I ASK
ARE YOU BUILDIN6 A i
-tJ5ELE55 ROCK WALL?
•
DID
RESET
OUT?!

"I DISCOVERED THAT I HAVE
THE ABILITY TO PICK UP A
ROCK, AND TO CARRY IT
FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER

THEN, I DISCOVERED THAT
I COULD PILE THEM UP
'AMP MAKI:4OCK WALL..
IT'S UGLY AND USELESS
BUT WHO CARES?

WHEN YOU'RE PONE,
YOU CAN MAKE A SECONC
'LUAU WITH THE ROCKS
IN YOUR. HE

Atter
•

. V

cr -
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ZLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
9. Situation

Wanted

15. Articles for Sale
24. Miscellaneous
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
33. Rooms for Rent
49.Used Cars
52. Boats-Motors
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
4
SONITE siding '73 CRITERION 12x80, 2 Rooms near campus
POSITION wanted: to
15
STAR
1956
Craft,
FORD
1971,
pickup
Call
SEWING Machine Restay with elderly folks 7 PIECE living room $9.75 and up. Mid-South BR, I bath, partially Boys only. Call 753-5561
like new, motor com753-1820
pair. All makes and
suite, $350. Bumper pool Wholesale Building; 342 furnished. Moving must
In home. Call 437-4807.
pletely
reworked.
Width
1972
FORD
LTD,
air,
models. Industrial,
table with poker top, East Washington; sell. Phone 759-1608
85".
6
to
8
passenger,
am-fm
radio,
new
tires.
34. Houses for Rent
'home and commercial.
after 5p.m.
babysitting, ironing.- All $150. Call 489-2308 or Paris; 642-2552.
motor 60 hp Evenrude
Call
after
6p.m
38 yrs. experience. All
FIREWOOD. End of
BR, fully carpeted, ar, 753-7485.
my work's guaranteed. 489-2380.
Canvas covers & trailer
work guaranteed. KenAll types of tailoring. I 10-lb. CONCRETE mix- season sale. Buy now & 28. Mobile Homes for Rent gas heat. No pets. 209 s. 1973 NOVA, 24,000 miles included. Price to sell
200 N. 4th Street
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
13th. $275 a month for 1983 or
have an answering $1.85: mortar mix• save. $20 a rick, deCall
753-2613.
1984 Olds, gass
Stella. Ky.
10x40 lottiBILE home. available now. Call
SERVICE SPECIALS
machine so for any of $ 2.d5 . Mid- South livered. Call 436-2469.
or diesel plus cash. Call NEW pontoon boat &
these services call Wholesale Building; 342 FOR 15 days while Large private lot, for 1 753-4882.
Johnson
motor,
re437-4608.
VJET BASEMENT? We
East Washington. supply lasts or 2 adults, $85 per SVALL 2
Barbara 759-18.38.
BR house, 1974 VEGA Coupe, ex- cently purchased. Call
make wet basements
12"x14"x16' foam logs month. Call 489-2696.
private lot, gas heat. No cellent cond.,
WILL do babyaitting In Paris; 642-2552.
759-1087.
auto, pa.
dry. Work completely
my home day & night. LOVE seat- sleeper for $20 ea. 12"x12"x16" 1 OR 3 BR. furnished, pets. 8165 per month. 63,000 miles,
asking
guaranteed Call or
sofa. Excellent condi- foam logs $18 ea. Call AC/natural gas. Shady Call 753-6931.
Call 753-6043.
$1200 or best offer. Call 53. Services
write Morgan ConOaks 753-5209.
tion, almost new, deep Mon-Fri 8a.m.-4:30p.m
Offered
Installed
TWO
or Three bedroom 762-4789.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
burgundy. $140 firm. 753-7664
FOR rent, mobile home, house, energy efficient
10. Business Opportunity
Double Wrapped.
409A. Paducah, Ky
753-7430 after 5p.m.
furnished, nice. Virgil with appliances, DO pets. 1977 DELTA 88 Old
PARTNER to invest in
Aluminized Shell,
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
work but short on cash? Reding, Hwy 641 1 mile Call 759-9223 ask for Re- smobile. Good
condi
late model auto salvage
Welded Baffles &
We have credit availa- from Hazel, Ky. Call -gine. Atte? 5 pm call 753- tion. New
tires. Call
deal. Call 759-1222 Washer
with 4 cycles. ble. Master Muffler & 492-8806. Rent $150 5456.
Seams,
Whisper
after
6:30p.m.
759-4886.
Robert, 6-8 evenings.
PAINTING
Only $6.00 per week. Brake 631 S. 4th. Con- month, $300 deposit.
Quiet Sound.
THREE bedroom 1978 DATSUN 2807. 197A
Rudoleti • Goodyear, 753- tact John Hoskins.
NICE, 2 BR [railer near house,appliances fur- Olds
98 Regency, 4 dr,
Free Estimates
Phone
0595.
NEW wedding gown for Murray. No pets. Call rushed, heat
pump and loaded. 1981 GMC
13. For Sale or 'Trade
sale, never been worn. 489-2611.
759-1983
17
fully energy efficient. Sierra Classic P.U. day
753-6001
INTERIOR
t50 OLDS transmission frigerator with textured Call 759-1551.
• Host 11,n•rIcon Coro•Ugh,
Call 759-9223 ask for Re- 753-4703, nite 759-1274.
EXTERIOR
$100. 1968 Ford truck steel door. Only $8.00 per
Trucks. Soma rorrolen Carr.
Paneling!
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
gine. After 5pm call 763- 1978 MERCURY Ze
front cap 5175, 360 week. Rudolph Goodyear Paneling! $4.75 and up.
PAINTING
Factory authorised for
5455.
pher,
4
dr,
air,
clean,
engine $350, 3-speed 753-0596.
Mid-South Wholesale
a
runs good. 1966 Lincoln, Tappan, Keivinator and RAROLD S Tree Sertransmission with
Building; 342 East
WALLPAPERING
Brown. Service on gas vice. Topping, cutting,
2
dr,
hard
top,
fully
37. Livestock-Supplies
overdrive $85, chrome
Washington; Paris; 642and electric ranges, trimming, etc. Also.
equipped. 436-2366. Assume balance of
bumpers $35, power
2552.
000 BALES of hay, 1978 MUSTANG 11, V.8, 4 microwaves, dis- clean-up work, shrubbsteering with pump $90,
loan with small down
A SONED firewood$2.00 a bale. Call 435- speed, ghia package. h washers, re- ery & over grown areas.
rear end $50, windshield
oak, hickory, mixed,
frigerators, etc. Earl Fast, dependable serpayment on 1978
4237.
Excellent condition. Not
$40, bed 5100, white
hardwoods
$30/rick
Desks, files, chairs,
GOOD hay for sale. a hot rod. Low miles. Lovett. 354-6966 or 753- vice. Insured. Fbr free
Redman,
14x70
3
spoke wheels $60,
delivered. Min. order 2
estimates call 437-4607
Round & square bales. Reasonably priced. Be- 5341.
*FREE ESTIMATES*
folding tables, etc.
radiator $40, 15" & 16"
BR Mobile Home.
ricks. Call John Boyer
INSULATION blown in
Contact Thomas Lamb fore 5p.m. 759-1300 ext. APPLIANCE
5-lug wheels $40 set.
753-0338.
SERVICE Kenmore, by Sears. TVA ap- WE clean
$1050
down
Jr.
753-8555.
your car
1977 Impala body parts,
202, after 5p.m. 759-1551.
Westinghouse.
ca ne , re$144.67 per month.
rear end $50. 1972
1978 PARK Ave. Loaded Whirlpool. 22 years proved. Save on those Wash it, wax it, buff it,
fr
rator, solid oak
high
heating
and cool- vacuum it out. Make
Chevelle body parts,
with extras. Excellent experience. Parts and
This home is already
n
baby bed $325, bunk
ing bills. Call Sears your car like new for
38. Pets-Supplies
rear end $35. 1973
condtion, $4900. Call service. Bobby Hopper,
be
gular beds, love
setup
in
Fox
753-2310
for free only $50. Call 753-8522,
Chevelle body parts,
ARC Brittany Spaniel 753-7275.
seat and carpet. Call
Bob's Appliance Ser- estimate
1016 Jefferson
Meadows Mobile8a.m--5p • m
rear end $35. Complete
1982 BUICK Regal, 2 dr, vice, 202 S 5th St
puppies. Call 753-0874.
759-4194 or 753-7746.
WfLL haul white rock,
Paducah, Ky.
jeep running gear miHome Park. Contact
ARC registered Brit- brown & beige. Beauti- Business 753-4872. 436TRUCK
load aluminum
sand, lime, rip rap and
nus engine $400. 1969
442-4302
ful
car.
Call
759-4012.
5848
(home).
tany
ladder sale. Step ladSpaniels,
4
Glenn
months
Starks,
Starks
Aluminum
masonary sand, coal,
Jeep Commando body
old, 2 males, $100 ea. 1983 MERCURY Cou
ders: 4% $22.99, 5'need repairs7
dirt. gravel, fill sand.
parts. 1973 Ford truck
Mobile Bros. Mobile
ServiceCo.
We'll repair it now, you
From
$23.99,
ger,
excellent
6'."canyon
$24.99,
red.
8%.
hunting
loaded
Call Roger Hudson,
doors $40, 302 engine 16. Home Furnishings
Homes, Benton, Ky.
Aluminum and vinyl
can pay later. Master
stock. Call 522-7650.
$46.99 Extension
Call 753-8709
753-4545 or 753-6763.
5225. 14" & 15" radial & WHIRLPOOL heavy
siding.
Custom
trim
Muffler
ladder: 14'- $36.99, 16'y
&
Brake
631
FOR
S.
753-2922.
sale,
'77 THUNDERBIRD,
registered,
bias-ply tires 815-825. dryer with
work. References.
3 temp selec- 538.99, 20'- $64.99, 24'4th. Contact John
week. old Pointer bird 81xxs( miles, black
1970 Chevrolet truck tions. Only
$4.00 per $87.99, 28'. $97.99. Wallin
Call Will Ed Bailey.
dog
puppies. Call 759- silver, velour interior, Hoskins.
rear end $50. 763-0307 week. Rudolph
Goodyear, Hardware Paris.,
1084 after 5p.m.
753-0689
ps, pb, pw. Must sell.
after 6p.m.
753-0695.
TRUCK load water OWNER left state. Musf ROTTWEILER pups, Asking $1250. Call 753
Irrigation Residential
GEORCE Hodge and
ODD
sell
job
large
12x70
specialist,
mobile
heater sale. Round 5 yr.
females. AKC re- 7377 after 4p.m.
CAMPBELL WELL
Son. We buy trade and 19. Farm Equipment
ceiling fans, electrical,
*Boxing
glass lined tanks, home, many extras, gistered. Excellent '82 Z28, black & gold.
DRILLING
sell used furniture,
plumbing, fencing. You
double heating $7500. B-4 Coach Es- bloodline, $400. Phone Excellent condition.
*Framing
appliances and TV.'s. 1972 INTERNATIONAL
McKenzie Tn
name it. I do it. You
elements, 30 gal.- $99.99, tates. For information 901-247-5577.
Call 753-4487.
For sale: used freezers, 2 ton truck. 16ft.
*Barn Posts
Cell Collect
buy, I install. You
40 gal.- $109.99, 50 gal.. 753-5292.
Knapheide
grain
bed
SIBERIAN
huskies,
'84 OLDS Cutlass
refrigerators, ranges,
901 352-3671 or
break. I fix. Call 436*Fence Posts
with 52 in. sides and $139.99. Table top TWo bedroom, couple or months old. Call 901-247Broughm, 2 dr, triple
washers & dryers, used
901-352-5704
2868.
hoist. Excellent condi- models, 30 gal.- $179.99, couple with one child, all 3301.
*Treated Lumber
Free Estimates
bunk beds, regular
burgandy; power win
ROOFING, Plumbing,
40 gal.- $199.99, 50 gal.- electric, by East School.
tion.
John
C.
Steele
beds, bedroom suites,
*Metal Roofing
dows,.
doors,
seats;
tilt;
Siding.
Additions,
$ 209 . 99 . Wallin $135 per month. Call 753- 43. Real Estate.
753-2875..
dinette suites, couch &
- cruise; arn-fm; factory DILL Electric is now re- Painting, General Car-Er Farm Hardware
5405 after 5 PM.
,0 rt. tough Line fold Hardware Paris.
%sanding
RANK„of_liturray- k
electric motors. penTly. VA.
corsed letter"
chakr
ony• Co
°hair°
WMRERrtr--microwave
B.A. repossessed' pre'fif.es; vinyl roof, velour Call 753-9104.
couctfer, -strelves
&
• -Excellent con.7 5 3 - 8 6 2 8 . F r'e e
30.
Business
Rentals
oven
with
700
dition.
watts
Asking
cook$6750.
perties.
bookcases, pots, pans.
Other listings, split seats; 12,003 miles, FENCE sales at Sears Estimates. -• • •
ing power, Only $4.50 1200 SQ. ft. available Murray-Calloway Co.
and dishes. 010 Dixieland Call 753-7377 after 4p.m.
like new. Call 753-6879 now. Call Sears 753-2310
DECEIMAN 10 ft. front week. Rudolph Goodyear. March 1st. Ideal for Realty, 304 N. 12th St. or 753-8579.
Shopping Center.
for free estimate foi•
Wedding
753-0596.
•
blade
for
two
'wheel
office space or small 753-8146 Or Ron Talent GOV'T surplus cars & your needs.
SMALL Conure parrot
Photography
•
drive
tractor
F Is
business. Next to 753-9894.
& cage, $100 or trade for
trucks under $100. Now GENERAL HOME
753 8298
•
•
most larger t c rs.
Tucker T.V. Sale, 1912
car. Call 436-5510.
25. Business Services
available in your area. REPAIR. 15 years ex- • CARTER STUDIO •
44.
Lots
for
Sale
Like new. Also, IH
Coldwater -Rd. Call
pecience.
Industrial Drive
Carpentry,
Call
1-(619)-569-024
2.
planter 8, 30 in. rows,
14. Want to Buy
763-4524.
LOTS or sale, rep. MONTE Carlo 1981, concrete, plumbing, • 300 MAIN SI SUITE •
a
Murray, Ky.
three pt. hitch, end
Entrance
3rd
North
a
1
FOR lease 604 Olive proximately 1 acre, burgundy color, am-fm, roofing, siding. NO JOB
Richard W. Jones
50-300 GAL propane transport.
Shedded
Phone 759-1099
St..
3,000
near
sq.
ft.
of
TO
office
Land
SMALL.
Between
Free
the
estank, 100 amp electric since new except
Tax Service
tilt, cruise, air, PB, PS,
AHOLArt Plumbing &
when
space. 3 months free Lakes. Asking $7,000: bucket. seats.
service pole. box. Call in use., Very
Exc.. cond. timates. Days 753-6973. Electric. Call 437-4740.
Confidential professional
nice. John
rent
i.vith
3
yr.:
Call
nights
602-458-2075.
lease.
474-2276.
436-5821.
One owner. 55,000 miles.
service. BS in accounting
C. Steele 753-2875.
Call collect: Wayne
•
G=ERING by Sears.
AVOCADO appliances.
$6300. 502-247-4170.
with 14 years experience
45. Farms for Sale
Mayes
502-582-1400.
Sears continuous gutNeed washer, dryer, 20. Sports Equipment
in preparing personal,
ters installed for your
50. Used Trucks
26
ACRES
all
tillable,
electric range & re- N UNCHX-KUS
31. Went to Rent
business and farm returns
specifications. Call
paved road frontage. 1974 FORD
frigerator, all in good ballbearing, $12.
pickup. 302 Sears 753-2310 for
Prac94 West and
RELIABLE people Hickory Grove Church
free
condition. Call 436-5806
auto, $850. Call 753-9181 estimate.
tice chuks, rubber
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
want to rent both sides area. Phone 345-2265
Oaks Road
or 763-8124
coated,
$6.
Throwing
•
of a duplex April 1st. after 6p.m.
15. Articles for Sale
81 CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Call 753-3215 for appoint1975 CHEVROLET
stars, Samurai swords,
Call 753-2200.
ACRE cattle farm on Silvered°,
ment day or night.
e2 SHINGLES-517.96 sq.; -butter fly kinives.
OVER
Aluminum and Vinyl
V-8 auto. PS.
.
1
Cherry Corner Rd. PB. air,
7/8" Roofing nails. Rogers Gun Shop 75920 YEARS
siding and trim. Also
tilt. Good
32. Apts for Rent
Stockbarn, plenty of condition.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &•
EXPERIENCE
501b.- $11.00. Mid-South 9673.
See at Calm
aluminum
JOYCE Noel Tax Serawnpatio
RAISED PANEL DOORS
I & 2 BR apt. near water. 7 1/2 miles from AMC,641 N.
Wholesale Building; 342
vice. _ Short forms still
ings and carports.
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry•
dow-nt-own Murray. Murray, 4 miles from 1977
East Washington; 2 2. lirusicatGUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
CHEVY
custom
tong forms $15 Adults only.
Jack Glover
Call 753- Ky. L'ake, on paved van. Good condition.
Paris; 642-2552.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
ELECTRI
Wurlitzer and up (includes
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
753-1873
VCR's, iimitd time and piano, $300. Call Federal & State). In 4109 762-6650, or 436- road. Phone 753-3825.
Call 753-9181 cr 753-8124.
COTFTITIVE PRICES Drop Sy 4 See Our Display •
2844.
quanity. Super Buy. Call 753-3704, 1803 College home service for
1978
4x4 JIMMY. Ex46. Homes for Sale
•
492-8349.
elderly or shut-ins. Call 1 BR basement apt. All
cellent condition. Low JOINER'S Tree SerFarm Rd.
753-5940•
1212 Main Murray, Ky.
utilities & cable fur489-2440 between 8a.m.
mileage. Call 753-7275. , vice. 30 yea-rs ex•••••••6•••••0_0 Ill••••
8p.m. for appointment nished. See at 1625
FOR SALE
1979 LUV pickup, extra perience. Also bucket
Hamilton Ave 'any time
or information.
nice.
Call
437-4171.
truck
for
hire.
Call
Thur. &
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Spacious 2 story,
STITIMET-15AVTN-TIR Tue.,
We at Hazel Lawn and Garden are striving to serve
1980 CJ-7 JEEP'1...aredo, 753-0366.
weekends. Afternoons
3 bedroom, 3½
Gold
Silver
SERVICE- Federal and
black & silver with hard LICENSED Electrician
you even better in 198.5 It may seem as if spring
Mon., Wed., & Fri.
state tax returns
Closed
baths brick home.
Closed
top, 4 speed, low miles. for residential and
Females only.
is still far away but just think Spring is just around
prepared your place or
Great condition. Call commercial. Heating
Yesterday 303.20
Large kitchen, living
Yesterday
6.23
1
BR,
furnished
apt.
1
the corner
mine. No extra charge!
753-3132.
and air condition, gas
room, family room
Opened
Opened
To start this year off right we are offering the best
Free pickup and deliv- block from campus.
1980 FORD F-150 pickup installation and repair
$150 per month, water
Today
and lots of storage. 2
299.50
Today
6.14
ery. Phone 436-5574.
prices ever on 1984 Models Gilsen rear tyne tillers
4x4,
2-tone
blue.
Good Phone 753-7203.
furnished.
1606
Miller.
Down
car paneled garage
3.70
Down
.09
condition. Call 753-5708
5 and 8 HP. We also have in stock Gilsen Lawn Care
NEED work on your
No pets. Available now.
on 21
/
2 acre shaded
Compliments of:
1981 FORD F-100. PB, trees? Topping, prunCall 753-5980.
equipment 8- 18HP Tractors and mowers
MIKE
HODGE'S
lot. 5 miles North of
GOLD 8 SILVER CUSTOM
PS, air. 6 cylinder. ing, shaping, complete
2 BR, furnished apt.
Buy now and get a dozen blade attachments FREE
TAX SERVICE
automatic. $4500. Call removal and .more. Call
Murray. Call after 4
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
$160 per month, water
Use our Gilsen Revolving Credit Plan.
753-8673.
BOVER'-S
Enrolled
To
Practice
TREE
furnished,
no
pets.
p.m. 753-7828.
753 7 1 1 3
•76 CHEVROLET Luv SERVICE -for Pro-.
Before The IRS. Bachelor
HAZEL LAWN & GARDEN CENTER
Available now. Suitable
We buy Gold Solver & Diamonds
truck, $900. Call fessional tree care.
for students. Call 753Degree in Accounting at
Hours: 10-8 Daily. 1 2 5 Sunday
31 1 Main
Hazel. Ky
492-8147
753-0338.
435-4489.
5980.
Murray State. 8 years of
We Sell We Trade. We Service
CHEVROLET
'77
ScotFURNISHED Apartment
experience preparing Intsdale, black, short
one bedroom, also sleepdividual. Business, PartnerTLC
wheel base, step side. 4
ing room. Adults only.
ship, and Corporate
wheel drive. ps. pb. air.
Zimmerman Apts, S 16th
We
clean
-FARM EQUIPMENT AUCTION:
returns. Low rates and
tilt, big tires and
Street. Murray. Call 753story house, 4
Consignments & Estates
hundreds of satisfied
everything
with
aluminum
wheels.
350
6809.
'We're Still Expecting Consignments
bedrooms livingroom.
clients. Now preparing
motor
with
dual
exTENDER, LOVIN
LARGE 2 BR apt. with
Sat.. Feb. 23rd 10:00 A.M. Hain-!Shine-Snow!
dining room, den,
returns day or night call
haust. Good shape,
carport, stove & reLocation: B&V1 Equipment Co. 5 Miles of Dover -ES•
CARE
built-in kitchen, wood
7
59-142
5
$2400
for
an
or best offer. Call
frigerator. Couple
11.sRe'
of Clarksville on CS 79.
attached
498-8785.
appointment.
Carpets DRY
preferred. References.
Estate of The Late J.P Vie ea10. Farm tractor-truck.
garage
workshop.
and
Call 753-7457.
haler., rake, mower. disli.. wreCker. irrigation system
cleaned.
New
Camper
.
51
s
. sprinkler & pipe
NICE duplex in private Porn IL pond, on 3
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
machine, only
lures, bass than 15
1982 HONEY mini moEstate of George Htmmaugh 1983 14x60 mobile home
area. Lease & deposit
tor home, 24 ft. rear
1983 MO
minutes from Murray
parked at Jim Risner7s New Haven Trailer Ct. Selling
Brook required. Call 753-3343.
one
in this area.
bath, 21,000 miles. 1
14x64, 2 BR, 1 large TAKING applications
promptly at 12:00 noon at our auction site This mobile
$49,500.
Call
759-9754
owner. Like new. Phone
bath, all electric, par- for Section 8. Rent
home like new central system, porch. carpet May be
1-345-21117.
inspected before sale
759-1839 days or 753-0114
Lost Late Dec. 84
tially furnished.. 1 ow- Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
759-1834
Other 4430 John Deere. 4030 J
evenings.
ner, bought new August BR. Apply Hilldale
. cab & air. 50MF
'
Norweigian Black & Gray Male
diesel. S N Fords: 20 Fergiisons. Sup A. belly mower.
'83. 753-0109, after 4p.m. Apts., Hardin, Ky. 48. Auto Services
school bus, travel trailer. Pl. truck, plows.- disk, tobac474-2374. Will sell for Equal Housing
Elkhound. "Racer" No Collar.
GOOD reconditioned
co setters:salvage-combines:used lawn mowers.- chairs
payoff.
irtunity.
Or
guaranteed.
Marshall
The
batteries,
County
seekCouncil
Arts
is
$100.00 Reward, No Questions
saws. 2-140 I H w cultivator. 1086 1 H tractor. AC 5040
le I bedroom
17TCE 1.2x65 trailer, 2 br,
furnished $15. Call 753-3711.
writer,
ing a
director and choreographer for it's
tractor. 236 hours. E Z flow seeders. This is only a por2 bath, 6 mi. east of and one bedroon un- INSTANT credit, 915
Asked For Dog or Information
•
tion of our annual sale
o
summer musical production, "Nickelodeon"
Murray on 94 east. All furnished apartment. days same as cash
'XOTICE
FAIR SALK% COMMISSION TO
Leading To Recovery of Dog.
Thvealloduction will run from Mid-June through
new carpet, new well & Lease and deposit re- Master Muffler
Brake
&
1.:‘ EH VON
pump. 2.6 acres of quired, no pets, adults 631 S. 4th. Contact John
the'-tirst weekend in August and will be
Children's Pet. Dr. Hal Houston.
*vote: Me welcome you as a buyer, seller, dealer or
farmed land. Call 753- only. Call 753-9208 after 4 Hoskins.
presented at the Kentucky Dam Village
spectator. Having a sale, call us. we're coveting the
759-4433
3894.
pm.
Auditorium
area. %lie furnish a loading tractor to set up your sale.
NOR
RN built 14x70 UNFLTRNISHED, 2 BR 4 9 . Used Cars
Late Consignment 3600 Ford diesel v. front end
One qualified person may fill all positions or
mobile home. Newly duplex apt. 1631 Farmer
leadet. 900 hours, extra sharp
the committee will consider filling each posidecorated, built in dis- Ave. Private carport & 1975 HONDA Civic, 4
tion separately. Please send resumes to
BOGARD REALTY & AUCTION CO.
hwasher, washer & driveway. Married cyl., std. 4-speed. Good
Ilioser. Tenn. 815-232-S150
dryer,
"Nickelodean", co Mrs Peggy Holdman. Rt
ceiling fan, all couple. No pets. $100 condition. Good gas
(BRIGGS 8 STRATTON)
759Call
mileage.
$950.
Announcement day of sale RAI have precedence over
gas, central air. Excel- deposit, $200 rent. Re1 Box 117, Gilbertsville, Ky. 42044 For fur
5p.m.
after
4510
printed matter.
lent condition. Call 753- ference required. Call
ther information you may telephone
1978 -MERZLTRY MonRogard 232-51541 4.1.1. Crutcher 232 7219
Ed
°318.
492-8174.
362-4560,
527-0808
condition
or
6520
444
arch. Good
Frank Miller 645-775.5
James R. lathe, 444-8742
We have an immediate opening
Call 753-4053.

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER

grwywurarrImpr
ef
18,

MUFFLERS

$2995*

strrirexhaust or

e

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

wnTrtuaa=.-r-a-iu y

wniTcrraar

1 rre-

PANELING!

Bank
Repossession

OFFICE
FURNITURE

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

sfr

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE

r Aft -

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

()mimes

311

.4
4

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

for a personnel clerk. A successful
candidate will possess a high
school education with a minimum
of 2 years general office & clerical
experience. Good communications
and interpersonal skills a must. Industrial personnel experience
preferred.
We offer a comprehensive salary
and benefit package. Qualified individuals should send resume'&
complete salary history in confidence to:
Briggs and Stratton Corp.
P.O. Box 269
Murray, Ky. 42071
Attention: Employment EEO/MFH

0.8
APR.
Financung Rote on 5-10
Pickups Through 3-31-85
1V01130 IN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
00%,
ovarecmYmiNta
m
753 2617 etWalW/AVAN
///A9Y/AW/7.4111WAVAWAYAK,
NANIPV/MI

TRAINING,
EXPERIENCE,
EDUCATION'
That's what you can get if you're qualified
to become a member of the KENTUCKY AR-.
MY NATIONAL GUARD.
TRAINING: In depth in one of many specialized career fields. Training you may use in your
civilian career.
EXPERIENCE: In leadership and motivation
Building self confidence. ,Practical work
experience.
•
EDUCATION: Earn 'a regular pay check to
help pay for your education. Plus $4,000
Education Assistance Bonus.
CALL 1-800.-372-7601

GARAGE SALE
PLUS
Misc. & decorative items, brass,
marble, bisque. Hand tools, splitting mauls & hammers.

Tarp Straps 31- a. 41- 664
Hand Blown Qlass $1.20
Spray Gun Dripless Cups $ 11.20
Cassette Tapes 3/904

•Harrells Farm Store
East Main'Past R.R. Tracks
Friday & Saturday

Farm Machinery Auction
Saturday, March 2nd let a.m. at Mr.
& Mrs. Parvin Miller home in Coldwater, Ky.
This vviii be an open sale It you have tam
machinery to sell call an MilleCAuction Service
443&-4-1-44.- See- t-week-'s paper-for a - ta

:AO

4fISI

Dan Miller

Auctioneer

•
-

./

•

-AL, I
•

• 4,
11

1'
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lousdenh
dies: funeral
on Saturday
Harry H. Housden, 67,
1131 Husbands Rd.,
Paducah. died Wednesday at 7:20 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital there.
An Army veteran of
World War II, he was a
retired pipefitter and, a
member of Pipefitters
Local 184. He was a
member of the Bellview
Baptist Church.
Paducah.
Born Sept. 8, 1917, in
Calloway County. he
was the son of the late
George Housden and
RoDennie Thompson
Housden.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Mamie
Owens Housden; one
daughter. Mrs. Linda
Webb, and two granddaughters, Patricia
Webb and Tiffany
Webb. Palm Beach
Gardens, Fla.
Four surviving sisters
are Mrs. Ola Mae Potts.
Hardin. Mrs. Reva
V anHarlingen. Bradenton. Fla., Mrs. Ruth
-Holder, Moortusvtile:
Ind . .and Mrs. Sue
Champy. Benton. Two
surviving brothers are
Curtis Holland. R1..-11.
Symsonia, and Willie
Holland. Vidor. Texas.
Services will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of the Lindsey
Funeral Home,
Paducah. The Rev. Paul
Belt and the Rev. Roy
Gibson will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Woodlav.rn Memorial
Gardens, Paducah.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 6
p.m. Friday.

Flood rites
conducted
' .ednesdayFinal rites for Robert
,looict were Wednesday
it 10:30 a.m. in the
'hapel of the Max Chur-'
!hill Funeral Home. The
3.ev Norman Ellis of-iciated. Mrs. Oneida
Nhite was organist.
Pallbearers were Pat
.o-b -ertscrn-:-- Stev--'Fi.obertson. Jim Dixon.
3erge Bliedt, Tollie
Joyce and William
Burial was in the Dixin Cemetery in TheLand
Between the Lakes
Mr Flood. 75, -$13
Hurt Dr., died Sunday at
West View Nursing
Home '

Brenda C. Towery
She was a member of
the Green Plain Church
of Christ.
Born July 8, 1964, in
Murray. she was the
daughter of Frank
Towery and Myrtlene
Holland Towery.
She is survived by her
parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Towery; one
brother, Steve Towery
and wife, Cindy. Murray: her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Holland, Rt. 1. Murray.
and Lace Towery, Lynn
Grove.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral
Home. John Dale and
Robert Usrey will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Green Plain
Ctinetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 2
p.m. Friday.

Clarence 'Ducky' Nash,
voice, Donald Duck, dies

observing what was involved therein, Christ
said: "Father." His
awareness of the
Father's presence was
BURBANK, Calif. feature, "Mickey's
Christ's most cherished
(AP) — Clarence Christmas Carol."
possession. "Father"
"DuCky" Nash. who
was Christ's answer to
Nash also conducted a
once yearned to be a tour to celebrate
all the doubts, threatendoctor but said he Donald's half-century
ings and fears which
Whitt Imes, 76, died became the biggest
mark, ending in the
As Christ made His desire to know Christ were ahead of Him. His
Wednesday at 9:45 p.m. "quack" around as the
White House where' triumphal entry into personally ttnd to have supreme desire was exat his home in Almo. He voice of the Donald
president and Nancy Jerusalem the people an interview with Him. pressed in the earnest
was a retired merchant, Duck, has died at the Reagan gave
him a pla- cried: "Hosanna: Bless- It indicated their crav- 'prayer: "Father,
having operated the age of 80.
que commemorating ed is the king of Israel ing for the supreme glorify thy name."
general store at Almo
Nash died Wednesday Nash's unique place in that cometh in the name moral ideal, a desire to
Solemn Promise
for many years.
of leukemia at St. American family of the Lord," but their know the Saviour, and
John 12:32
Born Sept. 9, 1908. in Joseph Medical Center, entertainment.
Christ's wonderful
Interest in Him was soon an awareness of the
Calloway County
he said hospital
promise, "I will draw
The succes,s of dissipated.
need of hope.
was the son of the late spokeswoman Rhoda Donald, who made
all men unto me," had
A Sublime
his
A Strong Plea
Milton Imes and Otie Weiss.
reference to His death.
debut in 1934 in the
Proclamation
John 12:20-22
Roberts Imes
The Watonga, Okla., "Wise LitUe Hen" carHis being lifted up from
John 12:23-27
As to who the certain
His wife, Mrs. Dee native joined Walt toon, was assured
Christ proclaimed the earth has specific
from Greeks were who came
Imes. a Calloway Coun- Disney Pictures on Dec. the moment
Nash open- to the feast we do not that those who live for reference to his death
ty Health Nurse, died 2, 1933, and retired more ed his mouth,
said know. They appeared self-gratification lose by crucifixion on the
Feb. 8, 1980. He also was than 14 years ago, but he Frank
Thomas, a out of the mists of their lives, whereas cross, rather than to the
preceded in death by was in great demand the longtime Disney obscurity,
stood briefly those who receive Christ preaching of His
one sister, Mrs. Ebeth past few years to make animator.
in the light of the gospel as Saviour, enthrone glorious gospel. His
Cooper, and two personal appearances.
"We had many fine stage, and then disap- Him as Lord, and devote sacrificial death on the
brothers, John R. Imes
"I'm busier now than actors come and do pearecLiDesiring an in- their energies to the do- cross is the magnet
and Dr. Ryan Imes.
when I was under con- voices, but I couldn't terview with Christ, ing of the will of God in which draws multitudes
Two surviving sisters tract," Nash said a few visualize
anything." about whom they had the service of their from the various nations
are Mrs. Pogue years ago. "Actually, I Thoma
s said. heard such strange fellowmen will be to him in repentance
(Kathleen) °Oland, originally wanted to be "Clarence,
with his stories, these Greeks honored with in- and faith. All who hear
West Palm Beach, Fla., a doctor, but instead I crazy quack ... you
real- approached Philip in the describable blessings in the gospel, repent of
and Mrs. Jim (Flo) became the biggest ly believed it."
hope that he would in- this life and their sins and believe in
Powers, St. Matthews.
'quack' in the world."
Nash is survived by troduce them to the unspeakable glory in the Christ will be saved.
Also surviving are
In the last two years, his wife of 55 years, Saviour and said: "Sir, next.
A Significant
four nieces, Mrs. Rebec- he appeared on an Margaret
Prospect
Seamans, we would see Jesus."
A Satisfactory
ca Lanier. Murray, Miss Academy Awards daughters Kay
John 12:33
By these words they
Hughes
Prayer
Susie Imes, Nashville, telecast, a CBS televi- and Peggy
Pretending that they
John 12:28-31
Galbrath, were immortalized.
Tenn., Mrs. Marilyn sion special, "Donald eight
grandchildren and Their strong pleas inLooking into the were shocked at what
Powers, Alexandria, Duck's 50th Birthday" five great
- dicated an intense gathering storm, and Christ said about his apVa., and Mrs. Mary Lee and provided Donald's grandchildren.
proaching death, the
Kreiner, Paradise voice for the 1983 Oscarpeople asked Him to exFuneral services were
Valley, Ariz.; four nominated .short pending.
plain what he meant by
nephews, Joe R. Cooper
what he said. Knowing
and Kenny Imes,.Murthat they were not seekray, Stanley Outland.
ing the truth, Christ
Deerfield Beach, Fla., Federal State Market Sew. sersice I 5 2 21112.714 lb...
$47.71 4P1.2.3
again referred to
21. 1414.%
1 S 2 1 230 2711lb...
*444.77-47.23
and Johnny Outland, Februur)
LEXINGTON, Ky. public defenders Frank himself as the Light of
kentueit l'urchaw. %era liox ,I.trArt
Sou•
Tallahassee, Fla.
Report Include. *3 Itu.
.int station*.
(AP) — Prosecutors in Jewell and Michael the world.
S 1 2 2711:1141 lb...
lit111,0%•
Receipt
,
5t-t 412
3 :14111 4541 lb,
The J.H. Churchill •
Lexington would be will- Lemke, who represent
He then reminded
1101, ..trud.
0.• •tead, 1.1111
S 1 3 Val 3114111r..
Funeral Home will be in higher
ing to handle the Taylor. Wade's at- them that ere long this
S 1 3 71111 6511
P.114 23 414.77
2•3 3111454141 lb...
charge of funeral and l'ilt2101,2.5o lb.. .
murder trial. of two torneys have asked to light would be
.10111P 41E011
Hearn $33.011•33.311
burial arrangements. ,
Louisville men accused join the motion.
111: 1 •'sal '4111 lb..
sc.. 011 4/11111
withdrawn. Since His
of killing two high
Jewell said Lexington .public ministry was
school students, Fayette is far enough away that about to terminate in
Commonwealth's At- jurors would not have His - death, Christ
- torney Ray Larson said. been "saturated" with challenge-di-113 liEenewis—
Victor D. Taylor, 24, publicity about the case. to believe on Him while
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS
and George E. Wade,23, Lexington also is in "an they had the'opportunity
each are charged with urban county with a to do so.'
murder, kidnapping, black population from
Industrial Average
-2.54
Jerrie()
19 tine robbery
and sodomy in which to draw a jury
Air Products
491i2 • l/.7
Johnson & Johnson
381,4 -3„ the Sept.
30, 1984, similar to Jefferson
Apple Computer
26/
3
4 une
limart
335/8
1
shooting
deaths
of County," the motion
CERTIFICATE
American Telephone
121/
• 2P/8
Mary Kay C0.4131.
uric Richard
m
David Stephen- said.
Briggs & Stratton
30 -5/8
J.C. Penney
OF DEPOSIT
491.8 unc
son and Scott
Wade and Taylor are
Chrysler
1
4
33 •/
Penwalt
393/2 '1 s Christopher Nelson,
black; the victims were
281/4
Dollar Gen. Store
Quaker Oats
373/4 .14 both juniors
(Rate)
(Term)
at white.
Dupont
53/
3
4 -1/4
Sears
+
3
.
8
35/
1
2
3
Yr
10 375%
Louisvill
e's
Trinity
Larson said he
Ford
441
/
4 •%
Stuart Hall
PA + 1 14
5 Yr
110%
High
School.
volunteere
d
handle
to
G.A.F.
Texaco
28% -1
33
/
3
4
/
4
unc
$5,000 MINIMUM
Jefferson Circuit the case in a recent
General Motors
Time Inc.
7814 -1
/
2
49/
3
4 -1
/
4
FDIC INSURED TO
Judge
William
McAnultelephone
call
with
JefGenCorp, Inc.
387/8 -3
/
4
Tobacco
39/
3
4 unc
S.100,000
ty has scheduled a hear- ferson Commonwealth's
Goodrich
301
/
4 + 1/4
Wal-Mart.
45
lit ing April 11 on
ISSUED BY
Attorn
a
change
28% 4.%
ey
Todd
Goodyear
Wendy's
21% une
CITIBANK S.D.
Home Health Care
9% ./
1
4 of venue motion filed by Hollenbach.
1P/8 unc
A.L. Williams
3-MONTH
I.B.M.
.133% + I/8
C.E.F. Yield
7.79
PENALTY
FOR EARLY
.
WITHDRAWAL
Keep
That
Great
QM QUAUTY
Gm GM Feeling With
EFFECTIVE DATE
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
I SERVICE PARTS
3-7-85
Genuine GM Parts
011110••/ MOTO.' COO1)011•TION
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Brenda C. To‘s ery 90, dies Vlitt Imes
Miss Brenda Carol
dies at home
Towery, 20. Rt. 1, Mur-ay, died today at 8:30
Wednesday
t.m. at her home. She
ad been ill for the past
3 months.
A 1982 'graduate of
.1urray High School.
ne was a student at
Aurray State Universiv t Ltd she became lii

1985

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles

Two men charged, murder

Hog market report released

of two high school students

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

11r. Consin s
funeral will
be at church
Services ,for Mrs.
Sarah L. Corwin will be
Friday at 10:30 a.m. at
St. Leo's Catholic
Church. Fr. Louis
Piskula will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call
after 6 p.m. today
1Thursday l at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral
Home. Prayers will be
said at 6 p.m. tonight at
the funeral home.
Mrs. Corwin, 93. died
Tuesday at 12:05 p.m. at
the West View Nursing
Home.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Mildred
Nall. Murray: two sons.
Dennis N. Corwin,
Diablo, Calif., and
Robert L. Corwin,
Manhattan Beach,
seven grandCalif.
children-, four greatgrandchildren.

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

(Available Feb. 18-March 2)

Golf
Jetta
GTI Motor Trend
Car Of Year
Campers-Vanogens
Scirocco

4000-S
5000-S
Coupe-GI%)
KiSK STUMP REMOVAL
We con remove stumps up
to 24 below the round.
435,4343 Or 435 4319
We Now Raul Pit Gravel
,

aqpip
Plammr.
".• '
1 -1-

-W.--111111111110119.14.9 -...0
amapp000Plr4M7ILL

11.83% APR 48 Month
Financing On ALL New
Cars In Inventory

-.4-two04-

-0
41111-1411101111111111)

Ma7Da

1980 Oldsmobile Starfire
s2,97700
RX7
626
GLC
B2000-Trucks

ARROLL VW-AUDI-MAZDA

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-1617

641 16. Murray

WV/Edward
13. Jones
v
& Co.

R. Randall Soladin
522 West Main
502-753-7401
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TRIPLE SPED/Um SALE!
PAPASA
NOW ON

V.C.R. Rental
For One Week

Pickup Fri.-Bring Back Mon

Rent 5 Movies
For Only '

Only
nly

1
5
I 2

V.C.A. With
V.H.S. Format
14 Day-Programable

'39995

N

Weekend Special

$ 2°°
1 Extra Movie Free
For Movie Cflib Members

RENTAL'SALES

CENTER

Complete 1 Year Warranty

CHAIR
WITH CHOICE OF CUSHION

$149.99

—

Catna
reinto
and p
welt
attact

Plus...
ALL Wicker And
Rattan Furniture
Now On Sale!
Hours:
9-6 M-F
9-5 Sat.
1-5 Sun.

No ol
man(
this
stabil
keep!
perte

=1
Bel Air Center

Murray
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NATIONAL
FURNITURE
SALE

KENTUCKY

& SWEEPSTAKES
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Catnapper craftsmen
reinforce all seams
and place a special
welt where the back
attaches to the frame

„

Catnapper frames are
kiln dried hardwood.
double-dowled and
corner blocked for
long lasting durability

N.

egular '22995
The very last. word in comfort!

No other major
manufacturer includes
this important steel
stabilizing bar wtlich
keeps your recliner in
perfect alignment

The back towers 44" tall. This three
position recliner is designed to make any
Six-footer feel right at home,. Upholstery
is 100% Herculon`._ Tweed.

Catnapper upholstery
is carefully tailored by
experienced- craftsmen for a look of
(Watt.,
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These beautiful recliners regularly sell for much more.
This Catnapper is the most popular new style in the country.
The back and arms are 1000/0 For
.trei, for total comfort.
The seating features Sof-Seat construction.
Its both a rocker and a recliner:
Cover is fabulous Acrylic Velvet.

Regular '44995
••

1
Both a rocker and a recliner all in one: its the last word
in man-sized comfort. European styling and the Herculonl
Velvet cover make this4Catnapper a special value.

•

•

Popular triple-back design and overall smart contemporary
styling make this multi-position rocker recliner a favorite.
It features a solid foarsback as well as quality Sof-Seat',
construction. The cover is 1000/0 Polyester Wide Wale
Corduroy.
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Leathermatch Recliner
In Genuine Leather
Covered in Genuine Leather wherever the body touches, this
handsome man-sized recliner features adjustable headrest,
loose seat cushion and patented Morley* Spring construction.

Now

95
'399
Regular '59995

catnapper

rorary
e.

This Catnapper both rocks and reclines with smooth
action fingertip control to any position. Its traditional
good looks will be welcome almost anyplace. The cover
is Herculon1, Velvet.

The best in casual contemporary comfort. This Wall
Hugger changes to any of three positions with just the
touch of the handle. Covered in designer's choice
Acrylic Velvet.
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Limited Time Only Recliner SALE!
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Big Savings During
This Special Sale
Handsome confApporary
styling; three-part s-dTki
,i
and patented Sof-Seat® c.
make this Recliner-Glide
Available in a variety of Hercul•

•
--•

Velvet colors.
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